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UNITED STATES
TO AID
WISHES THIS NATION TO INTER.
VENE IN BEHALF OF PEOPLE
DRIVEN FROM'MEXICO
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COMMANDER GUILTY OF BREACH
OF PROPRIETY IS MADE TO
MAKE REPARATION

Madrid, Spain, April 11. The Span
ish foreign, minister today asked Col
onel Joseph E. Willard, United States
ambassador to Spam, to request the
government at Washington to Inter
vene In favor of the 1,000 Spanish
subjects expelled from Torreon.
According to official news received
1)y the Spanish cabinet from Mexico,
the expelled Spaniards are m a critical situation and the government de
cided to approach the United States
government In their behalf indepeDd'
ently of the measures Spain is taking
to bring her subjects to their own
country.
Crisis Is Avoided

Washington,
April 11. Another
threatened crisis in the Mexican situation, this time over the arrest of
American marines at Tampico .apparently has passed over with the prompt
release of the men and an apology by
Huerta, who promised punishment for
any federal officer found' guilty xof
any offense, Y
,.
The state department summarized
Charge O'Shaughnessy's representations and Huerta's action in this

statement:
"Acting on instructions from the
the American
department,
In
Mexico
City,
represented to
charge
the Mexican foreign office th extreme seriousness of the situation
growing out of the detention of United States marines by Mexican federals
at Tampico. A personal explanation
of the gravity of the occurrence was
made by Mr. O'ShaUghnessy to General Huerta himself, who stated:
" 'la view of the fact that the charge
d'affaires of the United States had
lieard: that the whaleboat la which
the American sailors were was flying
the American flag, an investigation
will be made to estaMisti the respon-sIMliti-y
.of Colonel Hinojosa, and that
if the investigation should develop a
great : responsibility on the part of
Colonel HinojoPOi penalty applicable to the case would be Imposed by
the competent legal authorities.'
"General Huerta also stated that In
accord with the line of conduct which
the government of Mexico has always
followed in the fulfillment of its duties
'tit an international enaflacter regarding all' nations it deplores what has
occurred In this case, which has grown
out of nothing more than the misunderstanding of a subordinate official. His
superior officer at once proceeded to
point out that the occurrence wa.s unintentional and he imposed on Colonel
punishment
disciplinary
Hinojosa
within the authority of General Zara,
"
goza.
"Mr. O'Shaughnessy reported that
the explanations as above made had
been given to the press of Mexico
City."
Made Him Salute Flag
Official report of the arrest and subsequent release of American marines
at Tampico was rseeived today by
Secretary Daniels, who forwarded it
to President Wilson at White Sulphur
Springs. Rear Admiral Mayo reported
that after the marines were released
on his demand, he gave the Huerta
commander 24 hours' to salute the
American colors as an apology. The
time expired at 6 o'clock last night.
The report received today dtid not say
whether the demand had been complied with, but Secretary Daniels interpreted press dispatches saying the
Mexican commander had apologized
as meaning that he had complied with
Admiral Mayo's demand.
offi
Later ftharee O'Shau'-'hness- y
cially reported General Huerta's apol

state
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SPAIN ASKS THE
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HUERTA is not slov
in apologizing when
States'
the United
back bristles.

i

!

weather with rising emperature far
Easter. Rain and cold
this evening.
FA I R

ogy tor the arrest and detention of
the piarines, and forwarded a copy of

a statement issued by Huerta.
Mr., Bryan' would not comment on
the statement, but will await a full
report of all the circumstances before
announcing whether Huerta's explanation will satisfy this government.
Spanish Property Stolen
Despite the state department's re
newed protest against wholesale ex
pulsion of Spanuiards from Mexico,
Consul Hamm reported today that
General Villa has reiterated his
og Spaniards from Mexico,
section under his' control. He also reports confiscation Of some Spanish
property. No reply has been received
to Secretary Bryan's communication
to Carranza demanding that all cases
o expulsion be considered on their
individual merits. rJIeanwhlle, Consular Agent Carothers and other consular officer in districts where there
are Spanish colonies will continue to
press the state department's demands
for the .safety of Spanish lives and
property.
Consul Hamm reports heavy fighting at San Pedro but did not indicate
the results. Latest official advices
were summarized in this statement?:
"Chatolo conditions at Torreon are
reported to the state department, but
the commander-in-chie- f
of the forces
occupying the district has promised
that all foreign property shall be protected. It is insisted, however, that
all Spaniards must leave the section
under his control, and confiscations
of the abandoned property have occurred."
Railroad connection out of Monte
rey are reported suspended since tbe
first week of April. Telegraphic com
munication js every difficult.
General Alvarado' has wired Consul
Hostetter at Hermosillo that a force
of 200 men had been sent for protection of settlers in the Yaqui valley
and that every effort was being made
'

for

their

safety.
The Mexican embassy issued this
'

statement:
"Advices received at the Mexican
embassy from the secretary of foreign
relations in Mexico City .Indicate that
the forces of Generals Velasco, Moure
and Maas have united and proceeded
to attack the rebels beseiged at Tor
reon, thus carrying out the strategic
plan initiated' toy Velasco.
Carranza Leaves Juarez
Juarez, Mexico, April 11. General
Venustiano Carranza; his military
staff, members of his cabinet and a
large number of clerks eft here for
Chihuahua, the new provisional capital, today. A pilot train with a guard
of 400 soldiers left here last night to
clear the way for the chief of the revolution.
An official reside&ve and executive
offices are awaiting him at Chihuahua
and with his office force on the scene
there will be scarcely aft interruption
of the workings of the provisional gov
ernment A report from Torreon said
that three rebel columns under Generals Benavldes, Herrera and Cos
have engaged General Velasco at
nan
iarras. no details.
Federals Are Gaining
Mexico City, April 11. The United
federal armies facing General Villa's

revolutionary" forces are gaining in
their iitack toi; Torreon, according to
war office advices received here at
noon today. The dispatches say the
federals have succeeded in cutting
the rebel lines between Gomez Palacio
and Torreon.

REBEL LEADER IS
DECLARED OUTLAW
ARIAS IS REMOVED
DESIDERIO
FROM HIS OFFICE BY
REPUBLIC

COUNSEL

Desidrio

Washington, Aprrr
Arias, leader of the latest revolution
in the) northern provinces of the Dominican republic, has been declared an
outlaw and removed from his govera-men- t
office Latest state department
reports today also say the government
forces have restored order in La Vega
and Purto Plata.
An official statement issued today
by the department here says his
have been
smuggling operations
known to the Dominican government
through successive administrations,
arid it is claimed that by reason of his
influence ho was able to make large
demands on the government for
money fom the! public treasury.
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GUNMEN FIGHTS
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Bill COM TOE

FOR-THE

Grunwald's Resolution
The following resolution was intro
duced by Kurt Grunwald of Denver,
and laid over for further considera-

DRAINAGE ACT IS

VITt :3SES TO

tion: :
"Be

OT GIVEN

EASTER TO DE
DAY OF GREA

it resolved at this

A

Irrigation
a
......
conference assembled in Denver, Colo.,
:t
that the governors of the public land
HARD
states be requested to recommend to
their respective state legislatures the
creation of a development fund, to be
f'OMMISSION
WILL IRRIGATION CONGRESS IN DEN- revolving iu character, wherefrom ac- VARIOUS LAS VEGAS CHURCHES
MAKES DESPERATE
EFFORT TO COMMERCE
PREPARE TO RETURN THANKS
tual settlers on the jand, under reguVER . WITHDRAWS. ENDORSEGET AFTE.? OFFICIALS OF
SECURE NEW TRIAL FOR
;
safeand
lations
FOR RESURRECTION
properly
protecting
COMPANY
OF
MENT
NEWLANDS
BILLARD
BILL
CONDEMNED CLIENTS
guarding the principal of the fund
may secure long time loans at low
NEW MEXICO IN THE
COMING
LIST interest rates from the Improvement H1USIC WILL EECF THE EE2T
TONIGHT NEW
DECISION
HAVEyWESTIGATION
of their land, and the purchase
'
of
;"' ''
'
'
livestock."
TRIUMPHANT
OF
PROGRAMS
JUDGE GOFF WILL MAKE RULING THESE PERSONS ARE THE ONES HER DELEGATE IS OPPOSED TO
A
FEATURE
BE
WILL
SONG
IN
CHANGE
FLOOD
PROTECTO
TESTIFY
REFUSED
AND GOVERNOR MAY GRANT ;
WHO
WORD FROM "TEDDY"
WORSHIP
DAY'S
OF
THE.
TION
PROGRAM
A REPRIEVE
'YESTERDAY,
Rio Janeiro, Brazil, April 11. The
report that Colonel Theodore Roose
:
velt expects to arrive at Manaos on W
EE ILEAL
WILL
EATEEE
WITNESSES TO THE ALIBI MUST PEOCECE TBE PAPERS EESGLUTIONSJRE REJECTED April 27 was confirmed today In telegrams received by Dr. Lauro Muller,
'r
TODAY'S
DESPITE
SEVERAL PERSONS TESTIFY THAT BOOKS AND DOCUMENTS RELAT- JONES PLAN OF GOVERNMENT AS Brazilian minister of foreign affairs. FORECAST,
SKY
were
Brazia
CLEAR
bent
The
IS
FOR
dispatches
by
SISTANCE TO IRRIGATION
SNOW,
THEY SAW INFORMERS AT
ING TO THE RAILWAY WILL
Colonel
lian
i
officer,
accompanying
BREEZES
WARM
AND.
IS APPROVED
SCENE OF THE CRIME
BE DEMANDED
Roosevelt's expedition and by the gov
ernor of the state of Amazones. In
Tomorrow, will be Easter Sunday,
Denver, April 11. The Irrigation
New York, April 11. Counsel for
spite of the difficulties due to the the
Washington, April 11.; Joseph W.
reconto
voted
day upon which Christendom celethe four gunmen doomed to die at Folk, chief oouusel of the interstate conference here today
rainy season the messages say the brates the
anniversary ot the resursider
the
the
approval
given
pending state of health of the members of the
Sing Sing prison Monday for the mur commerce commission, expects to be- Newland-Brouaarfrom the dead. It
rection
Jesus
of
and
drainage
der of Herman Rosenthal, made a fin gin early next week In the Bupreme
expedition who had arrived at Cai is the most important day in the
flood
and
last
bill
prevention
night
al plea for their clients before Su- court of the District of Columbia proama was excellent.
Christian calendar, as the resurrection
Then laid the lentirg matter on the
preme Court Justice John W. Goff to ceedings to compel witnesses in the
Anthony Fiala leaves Manaos to demonstrated the truth of Christ's
was
table.
vote
to
The
reconsider
morrow for New York.
day. The justice, who had sat at the New Haven railroad Investigation to
nine to six, each of the 15 states repteachings to the tffec.t that Us was
trial, agreed last night to this elev- answer questions concerning the op- resented
Son of God.
the
one
vote.
having
KING IS BETTER
enth hour procedure on the represen- eration of the pillard company.
Excellent programs have been arThe
reconsideraa
for
states
voting
tation of counsel tnat new evidence
If it should lie necessary to take
Stockholm, Sweden, April 11. Fur ranged for all of the h arches, Cathhad been discovered tending to show some steps to compel the production tion were Colorado, Montana, Nevada, ther progress toward a convalescence olic and Protestant, and all places of
New Mexk'Ov Oregon, South Dakota, was
announced In the surgeon's bul
that the prisoners were not the real of the books ' and records of the Blll-ar'
worship doubtless will be filled. The
and Wyoming. letin
Utah, Washington
murderers. District Attorney Whitthe condition of King weather department, not daunted by
company, another proceeding proregarding
Against reconsideration: Arizona, Cal- Gustave of Sweden, Issued
man, rushing here from Chicago, ap- bably will he stRrled,
according to
today from today's display of bad temper, promifornia, Idaho, Kansas, Nebraska and the
a
to
ns
motion
for
the
where his majes- ises mild temperatures and fair skiea
oppose
Mr. Folk, at New Haven, Conn.,
peared
hospital,
Sophia
Texas.
new trial.
that is the seat of the concern.
ty was operated on for ulceration of for tomorrow, which assures a great
The effect of today's action was to the stomach on
As to the witnesses, however, the
The hearing was set for noon in
Thursday.
display of new millinery and gowns
the conference on record as rethe judge's chamber, put was trans situation is different. They are un put
and perhaps numerous new suits for
to endorse the drainage bill
masculine element when the pa
ferred at the last moment to the su- der subpoena to appear here and did fusing
the
pending in congress. Last night a res- IEBB
IS UPHELD rade for church begins tomcrrow
preme court proper. There was some actually appear, and their refusal to olution
presented by the California
delay in starting. Charles G. F. testify was ma d here. It is held, delegation was adopted by the confermorning.
Following are programs to be given
Wahle, chief of counsel for the pris- therefore, that tnex fall within the ence, endorsing the Newlands bill. BY THE KANSAS COUiiT
at
the various churches:
oners, said that seven new affidavits jurisdiction, of
When the resolution was adopted the
to to beXP,f,r,e1- In the nrocRihad been obtained, but that the sign.v, Ii"'ti CnvPTMrB1
cojiE"rpnce was 111
.
At the Presbyterian Church
officers ana
ers of only- - three ot them would be
TR'2'JNAL AUTHORIZES
f
t
J
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:
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OF SHIPMCNTS
.:aHd en.
j,
all sorts and conditions of persons
prograjja
in
ci
Ktay the action ot th
'
Wj(u
had volunteered various bits of evi- New York, Nt:Ur lUu.-pproi.u'9 Ij'"-.- .' e i
terence was reported "7r!-- rrt rx with
are
t'.e
choir
the
numbers
WeuD
11.
The
the
by
and
letter's
Railroad
Topeka,
down
April
Special
had
;
lias.,
counsel
company
run
that
dence;
instant opposition.
bill passed by congress, which "Te Deum" No. 6, Dudley Buck, and
many of these stories only to find a subsidiary, the New England NavigaWhen the irrigation conference be- Kenyon
alstates control over liquor "Hosanna," Granier, by Mr3. Frank
the
will
tion
gives
be
false.
defendants,
company
majority
gan its work today the governors were
The proceedings were interrupted though the. railroad and the naviga- on hand. Governor Amnions of Color- shipments, met the favor of the Kan- Lee Relman. The hymns will be,
here when Judge Goff ordered a young tion company have expressed a desire ado secured the adoption of a rule sas supreme court today. As a result Christ the Lord is Risen Today," "Al
of the decision Kansas will take leluia! the Strife is O'er," "For ail
man who delivered a note to him to comply with the commission's orgiving each state one vote in the con
of all liquor shipments shipped Thy Saints who From Their Labors
charge
with it in every ference.
William
stopped before he could leave the ders and to
Then Governor
into
the
state, The case was that of Rest," "Jerusalem the Golden.
it
Information
in
the
room. The man was placed on the way
obtaining
Spry of Utah took the floor. He ask- a
St. Louis brewing company, appealThe choir is: Mrs. Frank Lee Rei- e desires.
witness stand. He said he was
of
ed for information as to the action
to
decision
the
district
a
from
ing
man, soprano; Mrs. James H. Stearns,
Beck, and that he had come to
the conference last night.
court
in
Cherokee
county.
alto; Mr. Leon Guy, tenor; Mr. R. R.
to
M.
"I
court
note
to
the
deliver a
E. B.
Chairman Jones read the California
The St. Louis company shipped a car- Larkin, basso.
resolution.". Governor Sperry then askBrowne, a rabbi who has been workload of beer to Corona, Kas. State
The Sunday school will present its
TODAY IN CONGRESS
ed for a ''reconsideration of the vote
ing in the gunmen's behalf. The note
officials confiscated it s under the concert program at 7:30 o'clock p.
was
had been handed to him in the hall of
resolution
the
which
adopted.
by
VVebb law and the company sought m.
The order is as ronows:
the court house, he explained. That
That 'Opened the battle. John
the return of the beer or reimburse- Song "The Stone is Rolled Away"
the
Washington, April 11. Senate: Not
defended
was all he knew about it.
of California
ment.
V'
School
action of the conference. Then GoverRabbi Browne, on the stand, said In session, meets Monday.
this law no state has any
"Without
names
announced
committee
Canals
b)n Reading.
nor Carey took the floor.
Respff
that he had been working in the gunover liquor than it has
The committed on Carey act prot ;more control
Prayer.
men's behalf at the request of several of several prominent lawyers and dip
of wheat and corn,"
over
the
shipment
next
will
week
who
lomatists
appear
Hope Davi
Jewish societies. He disclaimed all
jecta prepared a fresh report in place said Justice R. A. Buix-h- , who wrote Easter Greeting
discuss'
Panama
the
to
the
of
repeal
of
"Sunbeams
and
Blossoms".,
which
one
failed,
the
of
adoption
Song
knowledge of the mysterious note the
opinion. "We do believe that
tolls exemption.
lEfant Class
...... . , . .
by the conference, last night. The today's
young man had delivered, and its con
the
to
foe
made
can
the
traffic,
subject
House: Met at noon.
new report embodied a combination of
Recitation "Easter's in the Air...
tests were not made public at the
In the; absence of Speaker Clark the committee's original .plan, of pat- same regulation as obscene literature
' The rabbi read
tiiiffe, ..... .Lockie January it, but it said
j.
Hay of Virginia pre enting Carey act land to th$, states and: white slavery, and congress has
Representative
King Jesus"
only ""It is a secret."
sufficient power to regulate the
sided.
and the suggestion of A. A. Jonefe,
;". , . . . ,',vv. . ...... ,. . , ...School
Carl Dresner, a bartender and sign
to
prohibit
.lias
of liquor m it
Diplomatic appropriation bill car
Recitatlonr-"Easte- r's
secretary of the Interior for
in the Air"..
er of an affidavit, stating that he had
of wthtte slaves.",
transportation
?4,0O0,000 was reported for de government aid' to those
rying
projects.
.Gertrude Erl
.....I
seen the now notorious informers,
The' resolution), which was submitted
bate.
Song "The Lilies Know it's SpringJack Rose (Bridgey) Webber, Harry
Debate was resumed on the legisla to the conference, follows:
time".
;,..Mrs. Stewards class
Vallon and others speeding away in tive executive
and.; judicial appro
"Whereas, certain projects undc-- r
Song "Past is the Night of Fear".
the automobile from the scene of the priations' bill.
the Carey acta are uncompleted and
.
.
.t, -- .... , School
Rosenthal murder, was called to the
the states have found it impossible
Recitation
Children,
Sing".
"Sing:
stand. The indications were that the
EASTER
to secure their completion.
A
'.
Williams
Norma'
would
be
and
hearing
per TWO FARRIERS SHOT
protracted
"Therefore, be. it resolved, first,
Song "Where Fragrant Lilies Bloom'
haps' stretching Into a night session.
'
that the lands, included in any of the
School
..,
Dresner said that on the morning of
Carey act projects now uncompleted WEATHER PROPHETS PREDICT Address
R. R. Larkin
Fifwhenhe
at
wag,
July 13,;;1912,
standing
may be patented to the states
THAT NEW HATS WILL NOT
School
Song "Adoring Sing"...
tieth street and Seventh avenue from
ever the secretary ot the interior is
BE WELL TREATED
Missions.
for
Offering
1 o'clock until shortly before 2 a. m.
satisfied, that such action will insure
Song "Jesus Reigns for Aye"
This was three; days before the mur
the
completion of the project and the
11.- - - It probably
AND
WILLIAM
SWAZEA
April
Washington,
JOHN
School
saw
der. He said he
Rose, Webber
protection, of all the rights of settlers will be a rainy Easter Sunday all over
JONES OF TUCUMCARI ARE
Benediction.
and Vallon in front of a cafe and
on
conditions the east. Unless some freak of naon such project, and
VICTIMS OF ENEMIES
heard Rose urge Webber and Vallon
that will guarantee such protection.
ture sets the best predictions of the
Cantata at Methodist Church
to "put it over" on Rosenthal when
"Second, that in all such projects weather bureau experts awry, there
N. M, April 11. John
Santa
Fe,
The Easter celebration at the First
the latter; emerged from the place
the sta te declares it self unahle
where
will be rains and snows in the north- Methodist Episcopal church will besln
Swazea and William Jones, two prom- to
r I
with his wife.
complete these projects that the ern
near Tucumcari,
portion of the east and rains over with a sunrise prayw.' meeting under
living
inent
farmers
the
Coming down to the time of the
were shot and killed national government proceed, wjtbbpfc-ia- l the southern districts. It la a stock the auspices of the Epworth lcagu9
county,
Quay
completion jf the projects under
murder, Dresner swore that he was
prediction, among laywenther pro- and will reach its climax ia ih&
from ambush by persons unknown
appropriations or with any ether
standing on the steps of the Elks'
men
S o'clock last night.
Both
that, If it" rains ou Easter Sun'"Tb-about
RiEasier cantata
funds that may be or become available phets,
club, which is diagonally across the
six consecutive sen
on
business
rain
for
will
Tucumcari
in
it
had
day
been
which
will
be
tomorthe
as
King,"
to
such regulation
glvea
and subject
street from the Hotel Metropole, when
when
The weather row evening, .beginning at 8 o'd.xk.
thereafter.
he heard1 shots, ana then a gray ar and were on their way home
secretary of the interior shall approve, Sundays
is
nothing The program is as follows:
the killing occurred. The sheriff and and that on, the completion of such sharps, say, however, there
raced by him through Forty-thirin
certain about that.
Piano and Orsrnn Vnli
shall
"V
national
the
government
street. Sam Schepps was on the run- deputy have hurried to the scene
projects
to make an investigation. extend to settlers in
The winter flarebaek of the hist
in
making settlening board and in the car he saw automobiles
few days was I in d v,ed d 1 o r Mi '
a
ment on them."
"Bridgey" Webber, Harry Vallon and
T our:
WINNER
IS
KINSELLA
At the opening of the conference the country today. A pariius? shut
Shapiro. Two other men were in the
a is binT
i
Ixmdon, April 11. Walter Kinsella, M. F. Englehart of Washington Intro- of freezing" ti mm
car, said the witness, hut they were
n, ai h 7h P erv
not any of the gunmen now In Sing the New York court tennis profession- duced the report of the irrigation dis- felt over the 'o
f i
t
t,
He said he told Policeman al, today heat Cecil "Punch" Fairs, trict committee. The report recom- weather, which threatens to retire
Sing.
d
iulr
James Kellcy what he knew during former world's professional court ten- mended Hie underwriting of irrigation Easter finery to th
'
( n
i on i'inis champion, in a match at Prince's district bonds by the government and spoil the proi i
the week Becker was convicted,
'
r
t
i
r
two.
f
score
un
bank
sets
to
able
The
of
avenofs
the
investment
pavings
three
postal
club, by
effort from T
funds in such bomls.
(Contiiniied on Page Five.)
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LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

New York, April 11. Egypt i not
the only land where the excavator may
e
lind iutereatins relics of a
ot
little
heart
the
in
here
age. Right
old New York there has just been discovered the remains of a prison supposed to date back to the early Dutch
period. The find was mado "by. the
workmen who are digging the new
downtown subway. Midway between
Dey and Corltandt streets, under
Church street, the diggers came
across a stone wall of such solidity
that the masonry was still In good re

A

next Tuesday night ia the Ancient
Manor hall in Yonkers, where Washington stopped during the battle at
White J ia:ns in 1776. The Daughters
aim to conduct the event as If it were
back in revolutionary days. The interior of the building has been restored to its original appearance.
The
invitations, copied arier those Issued
to. the Aaron Burr ball in Philadelphia, have been delivered, not by
mall, but by hand. No one is to be
admitted to the ball except those in
Colonial costume. A special instructor has Ibeen teaching the members of
the chapter the minuet and the ole
v
time quadrille.

pairs. The wall was pierced by three
small windows guarded , by the type
oj grill work used in the seventeenth
century for jails, ana to pry the Iron
bars away requrred considerable
force. Historians who have examined
the wall are of the opinion that it
once formed part of the lock-uof old
New Amsterdam.
p

The Keskesklcfc Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
in Yonkers, has completed arrange
ments for a unique ball to be given

BUSINESS MAN OF MINNEAPOLIS

The Aero Club of America is going
forward with its plans for an aeroplane race from New York to Bermuda early this summer. The fliers,
according to the present plans, will
be required to leave here in the last
week of June or the first week Jn July
and will receive J25.000 in prize money
upon thtir arrival in Hamilton Hai-loBermuda. The over-seflying
d
course will be 700 miles, or
of the distance aeroplanes entering
the proposed
race would
ne expected to cover. The race to
Fermuda is therefore regarded as the
finest kind of a tryout for the trans- Atlantic race that could be devised.
All aeroplanes entering for the race
will be required to carry wireless out
fits capable of carrying a distance of
75 miles, and to provide themselves
with devices for alighting upon the
water should any accident happen
while enroule.
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A GOOD BOOSTING PROPOSITION
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BUTTERICK FASHIONS
SUMMER

9

.
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MR. E. M. TAYLOR,
No. 250 Nicollet St., Minneapolis, Minn, pany, Columbus, Ohio:
"To-da- y
I am in excellent health. Never felt better in my life. I am
glad of this opportunity to say something to all men or women who suffer
from dyspepsia and stomach trouble. I consider Peruna a. great remedy.
It is a godsend."
A new book of interest to all, sick or well, sent free by the Peruna
Company.

A

k

Christian Endeavor Society
That is Sociable, Studious
and Worshipful. . . . .

part
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We Are Making
Now

Sunday Morning April 12th.

Pastor Speaks on

HE IS RISEN"

Reservations
for

Camp Montezuma
Open June 15. Maybe earlier
Phone Main 111 or call at Y.

Special Music

M. G. A. building

C. V. Hedgcock

Our thanks are due to the enterprising merchants whose advertisements made this announcement

OXFCSOS AND LOW SHOES

Spring and Summer
Styles

Get Your

Easter Toffffery

Smart Styles!
The pictures shown above are those
displayed on the Y. M. C. A. boosting
envelopes, together with a short legend advertising the Montezuma camp
and the Ias Vegas climate and scen

Dainty Summer Frocks with Puffs,
Tunics, and RufflesI Hip Draperies!
ery. These envelopes' are being fur- merchant's) return card ia printed
Boleros! All Practical! Easy and Innished to the business men at cost upon the envelopesi without additional
Get the Summer
cost. Persona wishing the envelopes expensive to Make!
Already 5,000 of them have been or- may obtain them
"
" and get
Butterick
Fashions
of
issue
by calling on Secredered, but it ia believed that 10,000 tary P. H. LeNoir at the Y. M. C. A.
Pattern
with
each copy
any Butterick
more can be disposed of easiily. Each or ringing phone Main 111.

ers hope that his secret die with him
Some days ago Walker was picked up
in the street unconscious and two
days later he died in Bellevue hospital. Though he had served many prison terms he was not recognized by
the police at first and a detective was
detailed to take the finger prints of
the dead man in an effort to establish
his identity. ' The detective was surPatrick Walker, a well known char- prised to find that every whirl and
acter of the underworld, discovered loop on the man's fingers had been
a way to beat the finger print system erased and no imprint could be made.
of identifying criminals. The man Is The police have since been endeavordead now and the officials of the Iden- ing to find the man's relatives and
tification bureau at police headquart associates in the hope that they may
then, according to the engineer's report, that the maximum of
safety strain had been reached and
that the towers and cables were
standing every ounce of weight they
could. The problem now confronting
the bridge commissioner is to find
a way of adding further load without
endagering the safety of the bridge.
found

come upon the secret of how to

Watch Our Windows

A MODERN SUNDAY SCHOOL

Corner Sh ssd Main Streets

Using Graded Lessons

;;.WT-tflM!l?Kto-
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Live Music
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J TIRES

ISL'ICK AND FORI

A WAGON
OF

Las Vegas Motor Car Co.
AUTOMOBILES
'

Worth 15 to 40c

NEW MEXICO

G,:MUR.PHEY-

each-

-

Drugs, Stationery

While they last

r.T

THE ROSENTHAL

and Supplies

The A. D. S. Store

-

DRUGGIST & BOOKSELLER
LifMott's Easter Cixndy

Greeoberff er's

Kodaks and Supplies,
Developing and Printing
Kodak Pictures
a Specialty. . .

Jos. Ftlarable
Cleaning,

Pressing and Repairing.
E14V Sixth Street.

The Palace Clothing

Visit Us In Our New

Company

Building

Sole

ants

Styleplus $17.00
stills, Society Brand Suits,
Walkover and Uorsheim shoes

after Slay 15.

Everything in
Hardware and Furniture

Ludwid Win. Ilfeld

610 Lincoln Avenue. Lady
Inn VprtQ IfaArqhWnn fn
uJt
ambulance, picUndertaker,
ti4jad
liiiy
tures and fraaiini.

Oar work is our advertiser

A. M.

Red Cross Drug Co.

tOo Each

PHONE, VEGAS 424

EAST LAS VEGAS,

LOAD

Aluminum Kitchen Articles

t

LIVERY, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

ID.

.

SUNDAY 9:45

HCl.
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Trained Teachers
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Special Easter
Proffram

DAILY'S
Bring Your Kodak
Work

By the Christian

at

W.F.DOLL

FREE

er-

ase finger prints, a feat which until
Walker's death was consiered an imAt our Butterick Pattern Department.
possibility. Should the secret become public property the repult would
be to deprive the police the world
over of one of their most valuabe
and reliable aids in dealing with
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
When you have a cold you want years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
the best medicine obtainable so as to toward the manufacturers
of that
get rid of it with the least possible de- preparation. I know of nothing so
lay. There are many who consider quick to relieve a cough or cure a
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur- - cold.". For sale by all dealers. Adv.

First Christian Church
!

r

Easier Service

c

ening the bridges over the East river
for the subway trains. The greater
part of this vast sum will be spent
to double-decthe centre Bpan of the
old Brooklyn bridge.
Experts have
declared that the cables supporting
the bridge are amply strong enough
to support the additional load of the
subway trains, but there seems to be
some doubt on this paint. Nearly a
decade ago the city hired an eminent
engineer to test the structure. It was

"
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one-thir-

health.
Newspaper advertisements would
never have influenced him to take
Peruna, It was friends that persuaded him to try the remedy. In
less than a week he needed no more
He saw that Peruna
persuasion.
was doing him good. He is able to
say in a letter to the Peruna Com- -

'
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trans-Atlanti-

rlCTi--
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V,
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Minneapolis is a city where they
do things. Stimulated by a vigorous
climate, surrounded by a fertile
country, peopled by the best blood
of the over crowded east, it is a city
of hustle, of great achievements
conceived and wrought out.
Mr. Taylor, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
is one of this sbrt of men. A newspaper man. A political worker. An
Englishman by birth. He has been
In this country nineteen years. He
has resided in the northwest, Winnipeg, Fargo, and for the last ten
years In Minneapolis.
Mr. Taylor is a friend of Peruna
and does not conceal his friendship
He Is thoroughly enthused with the
belief that Peruna is a great remedy.
He has a right to feel so. For several
years he suffered with dyspepsia.
It is estimated that $15,000,000 will
This caused him to have very bad be needed for the work of
strength-

1914

TAUPE PL ii
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
610 Douglas

filGH G1A0E

AT MOiERATE PUCES AT

Hoffman

S15-0- 0

You All Have to Ecvt

8

Made by the

Miiis

I

,

P. M.

WELCOME

All

SEWEEING

Repair Work Promptly Attended to

Phone Vegas

fPIIPrs IlPV Coorlci
beat.

,

Fred T. Phillips
PLUMING

Las Vegas Roller

610 D&uglas Avenvie

For Sundjvy Dinner

104

Pure Quill Flour

to $20.00

Go to the White Kitchen

SUNDAY EVENING
APRIL 12

Graofearlh

Phone Main

Correct Garments for Men

SPRING SUITS

I

The Popular Price Store

Avenue

Taicherfs Clothing Store

Endeavorers

MEECBAKISE

Clrvm.r.

fr

Oar prices are right

124

bargains of all
can't be

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

COULDN'T STAfffl
Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. .
A

.

Lackawanna, N. Y. "After my first
felt very miserable and
could not stand on

child was born I

my

11, 1914.

Maundy Thursday
Ceremonies Are Pretty.
(I
Thursday evening at the Masonic
To
temple occurred the Maundy Thursday celebration of the Scottish Rite
club of this city. The ceremony con
sists of the extinguishing of the Seven
Symbolic Lights and the eating of the
Ivtystlo Banquet of the paschal Lamb
and the Unleavened Bread.
The ceremonies were attended by
a full membership of the olub, and the
wives of many of tne members also
were present. W. J. Lucas acted as
Our altrustie
ImpeU love for the
toastmaster and the following toasts cooing Infant. hature
And at tha same time
were responded to by members of the the subject of motherhood Is ever before
us. To know what to do that will add
club: "To the President of the United to
the physical comfort of exneetant
H.
motherhood
"To
the
is a subject that has InterStates," George
Hunker";
most women of all tlmee. One of
ested
Supreme Council," G. M. Cary; "To the real
things is an external
the Sovereign Grand Commander," D. abdominal helpful
application sold In most druir
L. Batchelor; "To ve Deputy of the stores under the name of "Mother's
Friend." We have known
Supreme Council for New Mexico," mothers, who in their so many grandyounger daya
Dr. O. A. Wheelon; "To the Memory relied upon this remedy, and
who recomto
mend
it
their
.own
of the Brethren of the Degrees Whose
daughters that it
must
be
what
name indi
its
certainly
Labors Here Below Have Ceased Dur cates.
They have usod It for its direct
ing the Present Maeonto Year," Dan- Influence upon the muscles, cords, ligaiel Stern; "To All Regular Masons and ment and tendons as It alma to afford
relief from tne strain and pain so often
Masonic Bodies of All Rites and Deunnecessarily severe during? the period of
the
of
the
Earth
Surface
Over
grees
expectancy.
Every woman Bhould mention "Mnf hor'it
Honors and Laurels to the Worthy Friend"
when the
subject of
Health to the Sick, Comfort to tihe conversation. An stork ia the little
book
interesting
Needy and Succor to the Oppressed Is mailed free upon application t Brad-flel- d
Regulator
Co., 405 Lamar BIdg.,
Everywhere," A. R. Staley; "To the Atlanta,
Oa. It refers to manv thiners
that women like to read about
Ladies," William Springw.
uet or recommend a bottla nf "Mnfhor'a
The ceremony of relighting the Friend"and write foe tha book
Seven Symbolic Lights will occur tomorrow at the Masonic temple.
Thosie present at the Maundy Thurs- - Mrs. William Howe, Mrs. F. J. WesMr. ner, Mrs. J. H. York and Mrs. W. J.
daiy ceremony were as followB:
and Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. D. Lucas.
V
L Batchelor, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Has
Mrs.
Roberts
Gives
Mr.
and
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Sig Nahm,
kell,
'
Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mr. and Mrs. a Sewing Party
H.
S. B. Rohrer, Mr. and Mrs. M. Green- afternoon
Mrs.
Frank
Yesterday
berger, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stern, H. Roherts entertained at a delightful
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hunker, Mr. Easter sewing party, which was a
and Mrs. A. M. Staley, Mr. and Mrs. pretty and enjoyable event A color
G, M. Oary, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Breese, scheme was used In decoration which
Mr. and Mrs. J. C Barton, Mr. and brought forth ideas of the Easter sea-BoMrs. W. G. Ogle, Dr. Charles A.
Wheelon of Santa Fe, Mr. William H.
The afteMioon was spent at sewing
Springer, Mr. H. G. Mohr, Mr. A, X and closed with refreshments which
W'ertz, Dr. William P. Mills, Mr. Ben were in harmony with the decorative
Stevens; Mr. H. R. McKee and Mr. R. features In the Easter semblance.
W. Prentice.
Those present at the affair were Mrs.
B. J. Read, Mrs. F. H. Crail, Mrs.
Elks to Have
Rufus Mead, Mrs. J. C. Barton, Mrs.
a Big Social
Carl Wertz, Mrs. William Howe, Mrs.
Tuesday evening at the Elks' club Leon Durhamand Mrs. William
house will oqcur what is annually the
most brilliant lodge and social event
of the order, when the installation of
the newly elected officers will occur
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
and will be followed by a big ban- That Is LAXATIVE
BROMO
QUIquet.
NINE. Look for the signature of E.
This event always Is highly enjoy W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One
Day,
able and is one of the few affairs that Cures Grip In Two
Days. 25c.
are for the members of the lodge
alone, being" strictly a stag party.
The hanni"" t to be under the di
officers and will
rection of

feet

My sisterwished me to
Lydia E. Pink
-

lst

Ihfcrd

mm
Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hailc't Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

mm

The play to be given by the class
of 1914 of the New Mexico Normal
try
ham's Vegetable
during commencement week will be
Compound and my
one of the most Interesting producnerves became firm,
tions ever staged by any of the gradgood, step
appetite
uating classes of the Institution.
elastic, and I lost
The play is entitled' "A Bachelor's
that weak, tired
iMiss
Clementina, a maiden lady
Romance" and is modern In Its locale. with a
That was
feeling.
isharp tongue Miss Phebe
six years ago and I
The play, which Interweaves consid- Hart
have had three fine
erable comedy, first was produced by
Helen LeGrand, David's sister, a
healthy children since. For female trouSol Smith Russell in New York and widow of the world Miss
Gladys bles I always take Lydia E. Pinkham's
enjoyed a several years' run. Miss Carroon.
Vegetable Compound and it works like
Anne Russell carried the leading
Harriot Licester, a society girl-- Miss a charm. I do all my own work. ' ' Mrs.
lad'ies' role.
A. F. Kreamek, 1574 Electric Avenue,
Enid McGee.
The story concerns a certain David
N. Y.
Lackawanna,
Miss
ward-Sylvia
Summers, David's
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Holmes, a quaint, odd character. He
Mabel Baldwin.
ia a bachelor, country editor and litVegetable Compound, made from roots
James, a servant Theodore Skinand herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
erary critic, so absoroed in his work ner.
used
with perfect confidence by women
inthat the outside world has little
Other servants and guests.
who suffer from displacements, inflamterest for him. In fact, he bias even
mation, ulceration,tumors,irregulari ties,
overlooked the circumstance that his
V
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
ward, Sylvia, who lives with a maiden
feeling.flatulency.indigestion, dizziness,
Great Music for
or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pink.aunt, has outgrown childhood, and he
ham's Vegetable Compound is the stanstill sends her dolls and other toys as Columbians' Ball
On Monday night all care will be dard remedy for female ills.
presents.
cast aside, the long season of Lent
Women who suffer from those disWhen, however, the oversight Is
ills peculiar to their sex should
be
will
tressing
and
all
over,
will
society
join
made clear to him by the arrival of
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
hands
for
a
dance
will
and
let
be
joy
the young woman herself, a change
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to recomes over his life. The critical unconfined. The dance is to be given store their health by the many genuine
sanctum grows too narrow for him by the Knights of Columbus and is and truthful testimonials we are conand his Interest in her leads him out an annual affair. It has always been, stantly publishing in the newspapers.
If yon want special advice write to
into the world. And now the man as it will be this year, the big social
Lydia E. Finkham Medicine Co. (conn,
who has Jived in a world of mind event of the spring season.
The music will be the best that has dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
learns there is a world of heart, for
be opened, read and answered by a
been
played at a dance of this kind woman and held ia strict confidence.
he comes to regard his charming ward
with feelings more tender than father- in Las Vegas for years. This orchestra will be composed of Mrs. Charles
ly jinterest. But his sense of honor
Excellent Concert
forbids him to disclose these. Nor Kohn, piano; Mr. Edward Hite, violin; Company Coming.
does he imagine for a moment that Mr. H. M. Northrup, trombone; Mr. C.
Next Friday night at the opera
J. Fuhst, flute, and Mr. Robert Cas
she, charming girl, could become inhouse the third Santa Fe concert of
terested in, him, a crusty old bachelor. per, cornet Monday night's dance the season will be given when the
At last, however, an attempt on his will be this orchestra's first apiear-anc- e PasadWa Literary and Musical comin this city, and judging from the
part to arrange a suitable marriage
pany will entertain.
for the girl leads to the disclosure program the music will be a huge suc
Tire Santa Fe concerts always prove
cess.
that she loves him.
one of the most interesting forms of
The armory floor will be in excell
The plaly carries an. interest all
musical and dramatic entertainment
through the four acts that is certain ent shape, insuring more than ever for this city and are thoroughly ento hold any audience. The interesting the jollity and success of the affair. joyed.
events occurring both in the life of A large ticket sale has been enjoyed
S. E. Iliusser, superintendent of the
the man who saw at first nothing but and the Knights of Columbus expect Santa, Fe reading rooin3, says about
work and then later become trans a larger success in their dance this the Pasadena company:
formed into a tender lover, furnish year than ever before.
"The' high art of Miss Elliott is
heart interest and sympathy. The The musical program for the even- something phenomenal. She is in big
love affair of the pretty ward rives ing is as follows:
demand by all literary and musical
the play just enough sentimentality to Grand March "Iii the Conning clubs. The reason is because she has
make it catchy. The happy ending is Tower."
originated a new1 line of study on
1. Two Stept "Too Much Ginger."
one of the principal reasons why the
music. She tells in brief and succinct
2. Waltz "Wedding Ring."
play was popular in New York for
words and with apt illustrations ths b '
3.
Two 'Step "Sail Oil Silvery
will be
years and was considered a prominent
beginnings of music, and la this con- pait o;' the v.eniiins, pi i;ram
Moon."
of
the
Castane
chefs
the
comedy' of the times.
prepared
by
cert the flute will be made the basis
4. Waltz "Roses and Violets."
Miss May Ross, dramatic instructor
of investigation. Her words will be da hotel.
5.
Two Step. "Indian Sagua."
of the New Mexico Normal University,
of the lodge are
The officers-elec-t
illustrated by a master flutist, and so
C.
Waltz "Love Whispers."
will direct the production of this play.
Exalted ruler, William
one can never forget whence comes as follows:
7. Two Step "International Rag."
Her ability to instruct local talent is
the flute, and its marvelous control Springer; esteemed leading knight,
S.
well established, due to the huge sucRye Waltz "Comin" Thru the over the human heart. Mrs. Plummer Charles W. G. Ward; esteemed loyal
cess of the Normal class play of last Rye."
has attained very high rank as a lyric knight, Joseph B. Ament; esteemed
9. Two Step "In My Harem."
year.
soprano, and will illustrate the words lecturing knight, E. J. McWenle,
10. Waltz "Last Night Was the
The cast for the play Is as follows:
of Miss Elliott in the development of treasurer, W. G Benjamin; secretary,
David Holmes, literary critic of the End of the World."
D. W. Condon; tyler, Harry Martin;
the! voice.
11.
Two Step "What Dye' Mean,
Review Frank Landaui.
"Mrs. Robinson is noted on the trustee, Hallett Raynolds.
Garald Homes, his brother, a pleais You Lost Your Dog."
The retiring officers are as follows:
coast as the best accompanist in con12. Waltz "Asphodel."
we loving man of the world Frej
cert solo or ensemble work. And I Exalted ruler, W. J. Mills; esteemed
13. Two Step "Grey Eagle."
Hagelburg.
need not announce Miss Dorothy as
knight, William H. Springer;
14. Waltz "A Little
Bunch of the member of this talented company leading
Martin Beggs, David's secretary and
esteemed loyal knight, Charles W. G.
Shamrocks."
confidential man Howard Peterson.
who will probably receive more en Ward; esteemed lecturing knight, J.
15. Two Step "Snooky Ookums."
Harold Reynolds, on the staff of
cores than any other member, end B. Ament; treasurer, W. G. Benjamin;
IS. Waltz "Nights of Gladness."
the Review Prank H. H. Roberta.
whose bright presence will bring sun- secretary, D. W. Condon; tyler, HarExtra Waltz "Garden of LoLve."
Mr. Mulberry, a literary man with
shine to the reading rooms and the
Martin; trustee, Hallett Raynolds.
Extra Two
a classical education, which he canStep "At the Devil's families of the Santa Fe employes. ry
"
w m
Ball."
not turn into money D. C. Barnett.
For high grade work and a strong ap Round Dozen Meets
A number of extra extras will also
Savage, a modern literary man
peal to the lovers of music this com- With Mrs. C. W. Wesner
be played as needed or requested.
LeRoy Brown.
pany will attain very desirable results.
The Round Dozen club met with
Don't miss the Pasadenas."
Mrs. C. W. Wesner Thursday afterThe "personnel of the company is as noon at a delightful session, closed by
follows: Miss E. Marie Elliott, flute
refreshments. Present were Mrs. C.
lecturer; Mrs. Beatrice Hubbell Plum- H. Sehirmer, Mrs. E. I Hammond,
mer, lyric soprano; Mrs. Hennion Rob Mrs. L. V. Crocker, Mrs. C. S.'Losey,j
inson, pianist; Miss Dorothy Robin
son, violin and songs; Mr Harry Bax
ter, flutist.
4
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FAMILY AVOIDS
Eastern Star to
in-la- w

APRIL

is

WAS MISERABLE

Normal Class to Give
"Bachelor Romance"

SATURDAY,

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Ba.nk.ing we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest

'

Give Annual

Ball

announced
Is to
occur on Friday night of next week,
and all society folk will he delighted
to learn this fact. This dance is always a pleasant and enjoyable affair
' '
and is largely attended.
The music will be furnished by a
five piece orchestra, and according to
tbe information received, all the latest
dance pieces will be played. The armory will be placed in an exceptionally good condition for the affair.
The ticket sale has started and
a large sale has been realized.
Thi Eastern Star ladies intend to
make their dance a success and sol
icit the patronage of the public.
4
Social Activities are
Curtailed This Week
The Bright Idea Bridge club and
the Friday Afternoon Bridge club held
no meetings this week on account of
the busy preparations for Easter. The
social activity of the city was unusual
ly limited, but next week .probably
will find a live circle of events scheduled for the opening of the spring
social season.
The Eastern Star

has

that the annual ball of that order

The next time you feel "out 'of sorts' try a little Sunny
The Pure Food Whiskey Almost instantly you will note
a delightful change You will work harder and Earn More you
will feel better and Enjoy Life More. No other tonic acts so
promptly and satisfactorily. That's why today after fifty years
Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey can point with pride
to a legion of Loyal friends, who recognize that, on account of
its exquisite flavor, its mellowness and high tonic properties,
Sunny Brook justly merits its proud title The Pure Food Whiskey,
Each bottle of Sunny Brook is sealed with the Green Government Stamp a positive assurance that every drop is natural,
and carefully aged by the
Iraight whUkey scientifically distilled world.
largest distillers of fine whUkey in the
Brook

' SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with our own patented
tnetuul
"TwhU r" stoppers. One (wist
"ffsjj
...
tight. No Need for Cork Strswi.

;.;;

y

Wi

General Ditributort, Albuquerque,

N. IWex.

I
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SERIOUS SICKNESS

j

Being Constantly Supplied

Thedford's

McDuff, Va.

Yilh

D'ack-Draujl- it.

"I

BAIN WAGON
1

X

Itomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
which 1 did,
ITiedford's
ind 1 found it to be the best family medi-u- ne
tor young and old.
ht
I keep
on hand all the
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittie bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
they ever tried.
We never have a Jong spell of sick-ie- ss
in our family, since we commenced
ising
is purely
Thedford's
regeiable, and has been found to regu-at-e
weak stomachs, aid digestion,
.indigestion, rolic, wind, nausea,
and similar
leadache, sick &.omach,
iymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
han 70 years, and has benefited more
nan a million people.
Your drucpst sells and recommends
Price only 23c. Get a
c m
Bckage
ht,

Black-Draug-

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Drauc-

i"i

Shil-llngla-

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

ELECTRICALLY
IT'S SUCH A COMFORT AT A
TRIFLING COST
You can save your time and monej

and conserve your strength by th
use of COMPLETE ELECTRIC
SERVICE in the house
Did men know fully know

the labor saved, the energy conserved,
the health and beauty retained, the pleasure derived artd the
ultimate economy which follows the free use of ELECTRICITY in
the home, they would be the first to urge the adoption of it, and
they would also be the very first to say "it is not expensive."
The "little electric servants" are comparatively cheap to purcha se
and inexpensive to operate. INVESTIGATE TODAY.

EVERYWOMAN IS INTERESTED IN THE 10
MOST IHPORTANT HOUSEHOLD USES
FOR ELECTRICITY
Furnish illumination for the home Toast bread Wash the clothes
Keep hot the heating pad Operate the sewing machine
Run the vacuum cleaner
Fry anything that will fry
Cook food in the chafing dish
Iron the clothes
Percolate coffes
'

Costs from ic to 5c an hour to operate these

"

.appliances. Let us demonstrate them to
show actual costs. Don't delay do It today

tit

re-ie- v.e

Black-Draug-

y.'

urn

!

suffered for several

rears," says Mrs. J B. whittaker, oi
his place, "with sick headache, and
Black-Draug-

on Tim Dsposiis

THE OLD RELIABLE

-

"
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l
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will consist of a selection by-- the Baptist male quartette, and a solo by Mrs.
II. M. Northrup. The stereoptlcon illustrated sermon on "The Passion of
Christ" is the special feature of the

altos, Miss H. E. WTebb, Miss Myers good-by- e
every morning and act as if
and Mrs. Morrissette; tenors, Messrs. you liked It?
7. Will you promise to be cheerful
Clay and Van Horn; basses, Messrs.
Paice and Moore, Haskell and Gehr-in- at home and not grumble about youl
ESTABLISHED 1879
husband's low salary?
8. Will you promise not to drag
i?Vit., pilug Crucifer, Mr. L, c. Taylor; supportevening.
The order of service' In" the morni- ers. Masters H. Spless and Ernest Ab- - your tasband out to bridge parties
Published by
bett
: 'i.'.-ng:when he is all. :tired out
...
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
'.,.
(f.
9. Will you , promise to obey the
iOrganist, Miss Marlel Mann.
Chorus "Tis .Msdnight."
f
(Incorporated)
Ten Commandments?
Invocation and response by the
choir.
Editor.
M. M. PADGETT
for
(Continued From Page One.)
First Scripture reading.
Foley Kidney Pills Successful
ADDITIONAL SOCIETY
To have a fine healthy complexion
Hymn, "Holy, , Hot?."
Hymn No, 144.
the liver must be active, the bowSecond Scripture reading and pray
els regular, and the blood pure. All
Ot'fertorj'Cornet Solo, Mr. O. C. Zingg. er.
''.-- '
Easter cantata "Tne Risen, ung,this is brought about by using HER-BINSolo,'. "The Wondrous Dawn," by Sorosis Meets
'
With Mrs, Larkln.
P. A. Schnecker. Dr. William Howe.
It thoroughly scours the livEntered at the postofflce at Bast
met
Sorosis
Mrs. R. er, Stomach and bowels, puts the body
Mrs. Tho Johnson.
with
Moncgy
Pianist,
the
offering.
Worship la giving,
Las VgM, New Mexico for transOrganist, Mies Ruth Brown.
Anthem by the choir, "Risen a Glor- R. Larkitu Mrs William Howe was in fine condition and restores that
lation, through the United State Director, Mrs. Mabel E. Hall.
leader.
The ladies, completed
the clear, pink and white complexion so
'
ious King."
fatJlM M second class matter.
of ''The' Kingdom Under King much desired by ladies. Price EOc.
Piano and Organ Introduction.
study
Sermon by the pastor, 'Infallible
'
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Chorus, "This Is the Day Which the Proofs."
David; "X'
The
was one of
Made,"
rendered
Hath
program
Lord
' anTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
an
Glad
Tour
Voices,"
"Light
the most interesting and enjoyable of
The Story
Daily, by Carrier
them by the choir.
to
."As
the year. Mrs. Frank Hi H. Roberts
of
It
men,
Chorus
Began
$ .05
Fer Copy
"All
of
Power
Hail .the
Hymn,
a talk on "The King's BodyDawn."
gave
NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL
45
One Week
Jesus' Name."
and Mrs. O. C. Zingg spoke on
.65
guard"
Trio, Women's Vodeesi, "With Loving
One Month
Benediction.
This
"Joab, Leader of the Army."
7.50
Hearts and Laden Hands."
:..
One Tear
In the evening:
Came
talk brought forth many facts usually
Santa Fe, April 11. In the federal
Recit, Men, "But When They
Dally, by Mail
Hymn, "Face to Face With Christ not noticeable.
court today nine more indictments
Unto the Sepul enure."
$6.00
One Tear (in advance)
My Savior."
"The Work of David" by Mrs. E. E, were returned, Including several
3.00
Chorus1, "The Lord Is Risen."
Elx Month! (in advance)
A selection by the Baptist Male Veeder
Out
Went
"Then
7.00
Men,
They
proved to be an interesting liquor cases, several perjury cases in
Recit.,
One Tea? (In arrears?
quartette.
The round table discussion land matters and an indictment lor
Fled."
paper.
3.75
an4
Blx Month! (in arrears)..:.
Quickly
Scripture reading and prayer.
was on "Sidelights on the Character murder against San Juarv Garcia, a
Chorus and Solos, "Weeping for
JM
A solo Iby Mrs. H. M. Northrup.
of David" and each member presented Pueblo Indian of Acoma, accused of
;;
Him;"
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Illustrated song, "Alas and Did My facts of interest
Have
Solo, "Mary," "They
slaying' Alfred Leeds, another Indian.
Soprano
GROWER
Savior Bleed."
Mre.: O. C. Zingg read a beautiful
t
Taken Awaly My Lord."
Ditsotsia de Jesus, a Jicarilla
12.00
One Year
The Passion of Christ."
Sermon,
"And
whteh
Women
poem,
wag
and
was arraigned on the charge
"Rizpah,"
Men
Bryant,
by
Apache,
Recit.,
1.00
Eix Monti!
Hymn, "I Gave My Life for Thee." exceedingly interesting.
of introducing liquor on an Indian
When Sne Had Tims Said."
Benediction.
reservation. It seems he bought a
Chorus,' "0, ;.Grave; Where Is Thy
A cordial invitation is extended to Missionary
Mail
In
V
Advance
for
Victory?""1"1
bottle of whisky, took It home w;th
j
(Cash
Society
all to attend these services.
") ;
Holds a Meejing. him and permitted his brother to take
Finale
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft br money Chorus, "Unto Him" Who Loved Us."
Thursday afternoon at the New a drink from It J. H, Crist, on behalf
'
Our Lady of Sorrows
order. If lent otherwjp we will not
Mexico Normal dormitory La Cafca of the Indian agent at Dulee, made a
Benediction
'
be responsible for loss.
SoloftW Miss'1 Iva' Markhsm,' Mr. Jvt.- theiold church of Our Lady of de Ramona, the missionary society of plea for clemency as it was the. In" ;: '
Sorrows, on the West side, there will the Methodist church met at an un- dian's first offense and there we're1
Specimen copies free on application.
Guy;'
be three' masses tomorrow, in order usually delightful session.
other mitigating circumstances.
"Mary," Miss Iva Markliam.
Miss that all the worshippers may be acMarkham.
Iva
The subject of the meeting was
Miss
Former Secretary of the Interior
AT Sopranos
ALL) PAPERS DISCONTINUED
approach the along the lines of immigration and James R. Garfield this afternoon pre,Ruth Conrad, Miss Mary Hanson, commodated and ma
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Miss Mina Fochiei, Miss Sylvia
'
Eighty children was was capably handled through the sented his argument in th:j Las
Holy Communion.
PAID FOR
will make their first communion. The use of stereoptlcon elides. Rev. E. C.
Miss Ruth Anderson,
land case and it Is helie"ed
Altos Mrs. Mead, Miss Vivian- Hedg- crder of services for the day is as Anderson of the Methodist church that by this evening the hearing of
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
McVey, Miss follows:
Gladys
gave a talk, illustrated by the slides, this case, which has talcm all week,
cock, Miss
on "New Americans for New Ameri- will he concluded.
largest daily and weekly circulation
Rebe Sands.
First mass at 6 a. m.
W any newspaper in northern New Tenors Mr. Leon Guy, Mr. Le Roy
Second mass at 8 a. m.. At this ca," whihe was interesting.
Grant County's Money
,.
Mexico.
About 40 ladies attended the meetmass 80 children of the parish will
Grant county remitted to State
Brown.
BassesProfessor Rufus Mead, Mr. make their first communion. At 10 ing, which was closed with refresh- Treasurer O. N. Narron today f 649.36,
solemn high mass. Sermon in ments.
Valencia county $1,471.11, Torrance
Carl Brorein, Mr. Frey Hagelberg.
- TELEPHONES
' 4
11 o'clock preaching English by the reverend missionary,
and Taos county
$495.47
the
At
county
regular
Main 2
Business Office
Ladies' Quar- and in Spanish by Rev. P. Plantard. Bachelors Have a
$730.27. ' Valencia county reported to
News Department
Main 2 service the Methodist
For the first time in Las Vegas a Strong "Comeback''
tette will sing the anthem entitled
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest
Warren
mass in C by the celebrated
solemn
Some time ago an article was pubof 1913 taxes collected, $135.19
"The Magdalene," by George
SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1914.
ind will lead the congregation in sing- French composer Gounod will be exe- lished in the society column which of 1912 taxes and $13.63 of 1911 and
The cuted by the well 'known mixed choir contained a list of questions that the prior taxes.
ing appropriate Easter music.
the of the parish under the leadership of Chicago Bachelor Girl's club declared
School Fund Apportioned
sermon
from
a
HOME LIFE THE It UAL TEST pastor will deliver
the reverend pastor. At 3:30 p. m. must be correctly answered by a man
County Superintendent of Schools E.
theme "Victory Through Christ."
will take place the impressive cere- before wedding a member of this so- Pack of Quay county today reported
At first thought there will not he
mony of the renewal of the baptismal ciety. A Bachelor's club has compiled to the state department of education
Christian Church
First
much sympathy for the Ohio woman
vows by the communion class, which the following questions which the that he has distributed $1,794 or 50
Large congregations are expected
vvho la suing her husband for divorce
will be followed by the imposition of members intend,
tomorcorrectly an- cents per capita for the 3,588 persons
church
Christian
ti a charge of extreme cruelty and at the First
'Ted. jA young of school age in Quay county.
the scapular and the distribution of swered before tb
been
have
services
as
splendid'
neglect of duty when it is recalled row,
'eligible bachelady fa wf-- oie o
County Superintenaent John V. Conof the the first communion diploma.that her husband only recently gave arranged for the observance of the There will be services at the Church lors must answer correctly the follow- way reported the bonded school inresurrection
the
of
up a large amount of skin off his body anniversary
debtedness of Santa Fe county to be
as of the Immaculate Conception, East ing:
lo replace some she lost when acoi- Savior. Following is the program
tomorrow night and Friday night, il. Have you bad habits, such as $5,436.60 of which $28,000 is for the
side,
John
Rev.
dentally burned in a bonfire. Her announced by the pastor,
as was announced earlier In the week. drinking coca-col- a
or eating ice cream city and the rest for Madrid and
husband is a surgeon wth consider- Lee Imhof:
the women of the to excess?
Tomorrow
morning
11
o'clock.
able reputation, and the simple act of Morning services, at
Rich Man's fay ground
,2. Will you treat yowr mother-in-laparish will make their Easter com..
, ...v,
Voluntary.
giving np some of his ekin was given
munion. There will be mass of the
To turn (portions of the Ramon Vigil
as you would your own mother?
Gloria Patri.
Diagnified importance by the fact that
,p
presanctified at this church on Friday ,3. Will you cook breakfast in the grant, renowned fQr tis cliff and cave
Invocation,, followed by, .the congre
Le himself stripped It from hie body
On
while
morning there
without
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Japarito, Horse and rndiQjcanyons. In
addition to the irrigation of ,1,600
acres the water is to be used for fish
ponds and domestic purposes. A.
Application for Water
iMrs. Matilda Ooxe .fitoyenson, has
just filed formal application i,wi;h the
state engineer' for l,pp0tv acre feet of
water out of the Rio, Grande,., f,o,r tie
irrigation of 150 acres, of .orchard, and
farm land near San Iidefonsq. j, ...
Mayor to Build House-,!JA pergola beautiful as, well; as, his-- .
toric and quaint is being built, by former Mayor Adthur Sellgman,, atbis
home on East Palace venuebe
cross beams consist of carved "vigas"
that were discarded from the historic
mission churches at Taos, San Juan,
Santa Clara and Nambe when the old
structures were displaced by modern
buildings. Mr. Seligman rescued some
of the finely carved corbels from the
fate of being burned up for firewood.
He has added to them a number of
similarly carved beams taken from old
houses in this vicinity.
Notaries Are Appointed
Acting Governor E. C de Baca, who
arrived Thursday evening from Las
Vegas to hold down the governor's
chair until the return of Governor Mc
Donald, who is expected home by Sunday evening but expects to leave a
day or two thereafter for Arizona to
fraternallze with Governor. Hunt over
good roads matters, today appointed
the following notaries public; Charles
D. Martin of Luna, Socorro, county;
Pable Martinez of Santa Fe and Miss
Grace White of East Las .Vegas.
,

ui

'

NEW YORK STOCK
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Saturday
morning.
and performed the necessary surgical gation repeating the Lord's prayer.
will be mass and blessing of fire and
Song, "Rise Glorious Leader, Rise. water. The first mass on Easter Sunoperation complete.
Scripture Reading, Matt. 28.
Nevertheless, it la quite possible
day will be said at 6:30 o'clock.
the wife's charges are not exagger
Hymn,, "Low In the Grave He Lay."
ations, Some men who are capable of
Prayer by the pastor,
immaculate Conception
and Inclined toward really great ac
Choir, !'He is Risen."
At the Church of the Immaculate
tions when dire necessity arises are Communion.
Conception, the, East Side Catholic
both cruel and neglectful tn ordinary
Hymn, "Spread the Tidings all parish, several hundred members of
home Ufa They really would give Abroad."
the congregation will receive the
their right arm, or their very life itself Sermon, "He is Risen."
of communion at the first mass,
if necessary, for their wife, but the Hymn, "All Hail the Power of Jesus' which will be celebrated at 6:30 o'Inward knowledge of this seems to Name."
clock. The Knights of Columbus will
auakfc them callous to the smaller
'
Benediction.
approach the sacrament in a bady.
duties that go to make for her happi8
led
service
o'clock,
by
Evening
At 10 o'clock) high mass will be sung
ness.
Miss Vivian Rosson, president of the by the pastor, Rev. Father A. Babey-rollMen of genius are notoriously hard Christian Endeavor.
'
to get along with. There are a few
'Orown
of
Him
Kings."
King
Hymn,
historical exceptions, fyit; mostly; the
St. Paul's Church
Scripture Reading by Miss Rebecca
man with unusual ability along some
"
Easter will be celebrated at the St
Livingston.
line Is unusually deficient, along anHymn, "Hail to the Lord's Anoint Paul's Memorial Episcopal church
other. A ponderous egotism seems al- ed."
with impressive ceremonies. The rec- "r
ways associated with genius and pertdf, Re v. J. S. Moore, has arranged to
Lord's Prayer repeated in unison.
'
sona so afflicted are always, expecting
"Our Gifts to make the Feast of the Resurrection
Girls' Quartette
the teat of It from their family and Jesus."
one long to be remembered by his
.
V 1'
friends. They feel deep in their hearts
parishoners as a day of spiritual blessMr. D. L. Batchelor.
Talk,
that they should he pampered and
ing. The services will be as follows:
Violin solo, Mr. Walter Kolbo.
knuckled to; and when they don't reHoly communion, 7:30 a. m.
"The
H.
Mr.
C.
Poetry
Martin,
Talk,
ceive this sort of treatment they are
Sunday school, in church, 9:45 a. m.
of Immortality."
annoyed and sullen' toward their
Shortened
morning prayer, holy
Mr.
and
Duet, Professor Van Horn
(riends and cruel toward tfoedr famicommunion and sermon, 11:00 a. m.
Barriett;-'He- in
Did
Not
Die
t.
C.
.'
;.'-...:
...
lies.
;.
,
Order of service' aj; 11 o'clock:
;'
iiSftmeona has said that a man's life Vain."
118 "At the Lamb's
Processional,
Future
"The
Talk
by pastor
la no better than the way he lives it
K. J. Elvey
Feast'
High
""
at home. This, does not bound his Church."
chant .Savage
Our
Passover,
Christ
'
VioCharles
O'Malley's
reputation, assuredly, but it doubtless i Music, Mrs.
Te Deum Laudamus, in B flatCustance
'r ''
does define his character, and char- in Sextette.
V,' 7
In trod Hymn .121, "The Strife is
'Sound
acter Is the main thing after all.
Hymn, "Golden Harps 'are
i .
Pelestrina
O'er"
ing."
Berthold Tours
Eleison
Kyrie
TO TAKE THE TANS FROM TANGO
Endeavor Benediction.
Berthold Tours
Gloria Tibi- Paris, April 11. Dancing professors
112, "Jesus Chriet Is Risen,
Hymn
from many of the countries of Europe
At the Baptist Church
Morgan
Today"
and "from America are to begin an inA select choir has been making pre
Sermon.
ternational congress In Paris tomor parations of an extensive character Anthem, "This Is the
Day''... Cooke
row to revise the rules 'of the tango for the Easter music at the ' First
Hymn 122, "Jesus Lives"... Gauntlett
and other of the
modern dan Baptist church. In the morning the Presentation of Alms, chant
Anon
ces. Alarmed by the condemnation
Berthold Tours
special numbers will be a chorus by Sursum Corda
cf the tango by the pope and others the choir, "'Tis Midnight" by Mrs. Sanctus
Berthold Tours
in high authority, the professors have Dean Billingsley, a solo by Dr. Wil- Agnus Dei ,'
Berthold Tours
decided to codify the new dances, so liam Howe, "The Wondrou3 Dawn," Gloria in Excetois, old chant
as to eliminate the abuses.--'- . They de
by M. 3, Brown, and two anthems Recessional 123, "Alleluia, Alleluia"
clare that the, tango is itself moral,
A S. Sullivan
by the choir, "Risen a Glorious King"
but that the modifications and chang and "Lift Your Glad Voices" by CarFull vested choir, crucifer and supes Introduced by unqualified profes- rie B. Adams. The sermon of the porters.
sors have allowed abuses to creep in,
Choir: Sopranos, Mrs. Abbott and
morning will be on the subject 'InfalTo remedy the situation they intend lible Proofs" and will be by tho pas- Miss Murray, Misses Lowry ajid'L.
to draft a code of unalterable rules tor. Rev. J. Mjlton Harris.
and , Winters,
Myers, Van Petten
for the mny dance.
The special music in the evenine Nciyes and Hart and Mrs. Haskell;

being grouchy

morning
doing it?

4. Do you intend to attain more
soda! prominence every year?
5. Do you attend church regularly
and would you put a half dollar in the
collection box when you need a new
side comb? , i,
, ,
6. Will you kiss your r husband

dwellings, into a veritable garden is
the intention of Ashley T. Pond, who
is acting for the purchasers, Detroit
millionaires. He filed five notices of
intention today with the state engineer for fiver irrigation projects on
the grant, each asking for 1,000 acre
feet, each to reclaim 320 acres, the
water to be taken out of Water, Colt,

"'i

'
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Up-to-Da-

Jewelry
Kelpies
,

The New

V

Pins
WatchChains
oE4he3eH
Walcfermar

Chains

.

kautoir
Chains
Friendship
Bracelets
i'.or.in-jC-

AT TAUPERT'S

.)

,':
EXCHANGE

-

11
The market
.
iacH.nes
wij, uc-- t
touay.
a
caused
stocks
shading
the
for
mand
of prices. The influence of the poor
showing of trade conditions in the
steel corporations' tonnage ,, figures
was felt throughout the list, with
most effect pn the stocks of steel
companies and related concerns. New
Haven weakened oa the February
statement. Oil shares were hammered down again. The small amount of
business transacted was almost entirely of the professional sort. Room
sentiment continued to favor the short
side, although the general decline was
not severe. A few of the specialties
broke severely, but comparatively few
of the. representative shares sagged
as much as a point, Bonds were steady. The last sales were as follows:
75U
Amalgamated Copper .,
.99
Sugar
96
Atchison
165
Reading
93
Southern Pacific
.
.
.
.158
Union Pacific
60
United States Steel
110
United States Steel, pfd.,

'Tewi.Yprk,
April
..

nil!

C108ett i.wee.jB

in tthe corn market. Quota-tioEs here started J4 , cent lower to a
shade up later hardened a little but
then made a sharp descent. The close
was nervous at
net decline.
to

'brfeaki

,

Oats sagged when corn turned
Buying was only In small
lots.
Provisions were eacty as a result of
Blowness in demand. First sales ranged from Thursday night's level to a
decline of
with no sign of any important rally. The closing quotations,
were:
Wheat, May
July 86.
Corn, May 68'!; July 67.
Jmy 38.
Oats, May
,Pork, May $20.92; July $20.95.
:Lard, May $10.50; July $10.70.
Ribs, May $11.12; July 111.32.
downward.

2.

91;
38;

LIVE STOCK

KANSAS CITY

Kansas City, April 11. Hogs, receipts 500. Market strong. Bulk $8.60
8.70; heavy $8.708.75;; packers
and butchers $8;558.75; lights $8.50
8.6G; pigs $7.758.10.
Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Prime fed stet-r- $8.609.25; dressed
beef steers $7. 508. 50;. western
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
steers
Chicago, April ,11. Wheat prices steers $6.808.60; southern
rose today on account of seeding' de- $p.508.10; cows $4.607.70; heiflays northwest, where cold weather ers $7 9; stockers and feeders $6.50
made condition, unfavorable. There
8.15; bulls $5.507; calves $6.50;
10.50.
was also reports .of possible damage
to the winter crop, owing' to "a hard
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steain the southwest. "Opening dy. Lambs $6.258.15; yearlings $6
freeze
ewes
off to
7.15; wethers $5.506.75;
prices, which varied from
a shade advance, were followed by a $5.256.40.
decided upturn all around. , The close
TJunion painters m Boston are deto
net highei,
was steady
A rush of selling caused a sudden manding 55 cents an hour.
'.
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ENTIRE STOCK OF LACES, EMBROIDERIES APJD TRIMMINGS

WHITE PlSfcE; GOODS REDUCED

;

v

j.

.c

49c

Drena Gingham

-

ISC1A

LINEfl,

?.'-j-- r

PERSIAN

EASTER. SALE't PRICES

AND

LAWN, LCMCLOTH

NAINSOOK SPECIALS
CN
10c quality, per yard

--

ERESSES. COATS

quality, per yd
15c quality, per yard
yard
25c quality, per yard-- quality,

(per

WILL CONTINUE

ALL OVER LACES

ALL NEXT WEEK

40c quality, per yaViJ.- -

2Sc

( 10

yards limited)

ERIES

3d'

.
"

15C
24e

'

ALL OVER EMBROID-

11c

35c quality, per yard

iHI
B4NDINGS

7c

19c

'

FLOUNCINGS

SUITS

l7e quality, per yd 13c
20o

,.

9c

12

r

TH2
'

h

J

.1,

jsronc or Quality
"il r,
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TE1MMING
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LACES

CORSET COVER
'

ill 25

f4.rr.

EDGINGS
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
on the New Mexico division. In 1879

PERSONALS
William Brady of Chicago is a
business visitor In Las Vegas.
A, T. Payne of Denver came in last
night, for & brief .business visit.
W. W. Tipton of Watrous was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Henry Goldstein, a merchant of
Mora, came in last mgnt ror a ehort'
business visit
W. C. Sherman, a weiji known business man of Albuquerque, came in last
"
for a snort business visit.
Schnobel came In yesterday
F.
e
evening from his home in Alhuquer-qufor a ehort' business visit.
Ejifjl Llpe.of Lansing, Mich., is i
Las Vegas and will be a business visitor here for. the .next few days.
Z.' Lane of DenJ. F. Lewis ana-H- i"
ver, Colo., arrived in Las, Vegas this
afterioon fo "a shdrf- tni4pess visit

r,

here8

Charles Kerman, .an old time
tnercial man, visited Las Vegas today
celling hats for a well known Chicago
ttrm.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
visitor here
company, was a 'business
'
'
teday.
'Leroy Helfrich, auditor for the
Wells Fargo Express company, came
in this afternoon for a short business

'aw'--.

Tier?.

Deuning of GJuyman, Okla., arriv-- d
n Laa Vegas last night and will
remain here for some time as a business Visitor.
5
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wkuckley'of Los
Angeles, Cal arrived In t&a Vegas
last night and will remain in this city
for several days as 'visitors.
William Balfour, an auditor for the
the Santa Fe Railway company, came
in' last night from Albuquerque for a
several days' business visit.
Mrs. Juan Silva and son, Louis, left
this afternoon for his home in Denver, after visiting relatives and friends
for the past several months.
Richard Rudulph, employed at the
Cross, Kelly and Company store at
Pecos, came in this afternoon for a
short visit with friends and relatives.
assistant
Colonel R. E. Twitchell,
solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway
company, left this afternon for Santa
Fe on a short business visit at that
place.
Miss Rilth Tompkins and Miss Theresa McKenzie of Albuquerque, returned to their home yesterday afternoon
after having been visitors here for
the past few days.
Davis andi C. A. Johnson of
Colo., came hi last night and
will be business visitors here for a
short time. They are .connected with
the Santa Fe Railway company.
E. S. Cobb, formerly employed by
Romalne Fielding in this city as a
motion picture actor and now director
of the Rio Grande company stationed
at Albuquerque, came in last night
for a short visit while on his way to
Denver.
Superintendent and Mrs. F. L.
Myers and two daughters, Misses
Frances and Lucy Myers, returned last
night from Wichita,, Kas., where they
have .been for the past week. Miss
Mildred Myers stbpped In Raton and
will visit friends; there for .a ehort
time before returning to this city,
of the Santa Fe system to be employed
Av

SE.
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Stomach- Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
-

writes, ' ''fW J some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would fhave
wvt stomach and feel bloated afte
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After taking two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.

GATES MUST

TOPEKA IN 1879 AND REMAINED IN
VEGAS

-'

4--

Young, aged 85 years,

affiee-tipatel-

y

known among the railroad
1oy8 and his intimate friends as
"Uncle Abe" Young, died last night
at the home of his eon, Ben Young,
Mr. 'Young's
111 Railroad avenue.
death was the result of old age. Mr.
Young was one of the first engineers

NOT

OBSTRUCT ROAD

bankers of the part of New Mexico
coming under the territory that will
be served from the Kansas City reserve bank and is equally popular la
Kansas City and in Missouri. It is
the general opinion that Mr. Harris
will be selected to1 zti as the director
from this state. The final selection
will be made in a short time. :

and Kidney Trouble
for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drtug Store.
Adv.

in. action,

.

BOBBERS

ATTESIPL TO

HOLD UP A TRAIN
NEGRO PORTER SAVES PASSENGERS FROM LOSING VALUABLES, BUT IS SHOT
New Orleans, Aprr; 11. A daylight
holdup ot passengers on Illinois Central train No. 34 was attempted today
near Tangipahoa, La. Two robbers,
after shooting and wounding a negro
porter by the name of Allen, escaped
without obtaining any loot.
Soon after the train left Tangapa-ho- a

the robbers entered a day coach
and commanded the passengers to
hold tap their hands. One bandit flourished a pistol and .the other began to
search the passengers. Allen attacked j the man holding the gun and was
shot through the body.
As the negro fell one of the robbers pulled the bell cord and when
the train slackened they jumped off
and fled through the underbrush.
Number 34 is a local mail train. It
left New Orleans early today and arrived at Tangipahoa at 9 o'clock. The
sheriff of Tangipahoa parish has gone
to the scene with a posse.

.

i

,

jOur Furniture
Hospital
We are now in shape to do all
kinds of Furniture Repairing,
j Refinishin? and Upholstering. .
Furniture packed by experlenc- edj men.
1
Awnings sold or put up.
Carpets and Rugs cleaned with
our Electrlo Vacumm Cleaner.
Linoleum (and Carpets sold,
made, laid and lined.
If you want a Porch enclosed,
or an Awning or Porch shade,
" '
' let us
quote same.
New Rubber Tires put on
i

50c each.

Hie Rosenthal
Phone Main 87
Opposite th Y. PI.

C. A.

''::

.

COUNSEL FOR THE

GIMIEN

A DOLLAR.

FIGHTS
i

HARD
J.

Rheumatism

Positive

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism when
HIGHWAY COMMISSION WILL OR- relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
DER THE SANTA FE TRAIL
"I have been subject to attacks of
TO CAPITAL CLEARED
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
At a meeting of the county road Liniment always relieves me immeboard last night Information was re- diately, and I take pleasure in recceived to the effect that four gates ommending It to others." 25 and 50
have been erected, between this city oent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
and Santa Fe on the Santa Fe trail.
As this road is a publio highway the
gates or fences have no legal right to
G. 0. P. AND I100SE
stop traffic and the road board decided to take immediate action through
the county sheriff and the disitrlct
FIGHT IN HOUSE
reattorney to see that the gates are
moved afl once.
The sand patch at Tecolote is now MANN,
MURDOCK AND PAYNE
in condition, for travel, according to
HAND EACH OTHER SEVmembers ot the commission, and alERAL HOT JOLTS
as
though not permanently repaired,
is iplanned, automobile tourists will
Washington, April 11. Republicans
have no difficulty in 'crossing.
and progressives chided one another
The patch) at Tecolote will be
to the great amusement of the demoin. the near future through the crats in the house today, delaying the
s
that will be built legislative, executive and judicial apusei; of a' bridge
across the entire' stretch. The bridge propriations bill. A row between Repof
will be built on piles and the flooring resentative
Howard, democrat
pine.
will he of three-incGeorgia and Chairman Fitzgerald of
,The other patch , of sand several the
appropriations committee, in
miles south of Tecolote also will be re- which Howard assailed Fitzgerald for
now his
yesterday,
economy speech
paired, as the road commission la
fOFthis
making arrangements
brought Republican Leader Mann into
the: fray.
He declared Fitzgerald, working in
A Cure for SoUr Stomach
vain to hold his party to its pledges
Mrs. Wm. ,T. Thompson, of Battle of economy, was thying to get support
"I have been from the
Mich, writes:
progressives,
stom- mttti
- sour
indigestion,
..
v. j
a
t0wu.uiou,
J .j'put the republicans and the proach and bad breath. Alter kwbs
gressives in this house and elsebottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am where," said Mr. Mann, "think towell, These tablets are splendid
gether, work together, and vote toFor sale by all ' dealers. gether. In the end we will get tonone better."
'
-- Adv.
,'
gether and then woe to you on the
other side of the house. We have been
having a family quarrel, but you betHAEPtlS SUSQESTED AS ter keep out of it"
gentleman from Illinois is misInterrupted the progressive
taken,"
ISEISBER OF TUEjiBOARD leader,. Murdock.
"If we get together
the republican party will come to ur,"
"The gentleman from Kansas," said
LAS VEGAS BANKER MAY HAVE
Payne of New York,
Representative
' POSITION UNDER FEDERAL
"Is trying $p make political capital for
"
;
RESERVE SYSTEM
what is jeft of his party. He is now
for the senate from Kansas.
running
John W. Harris, president of the He knows he would rae (Beaten for the
of
People's Bank .and. Trust company
hoiuse in his district and he is runKanat
this city, has been suggested
ning, for the senate because he wants
sas City as a rmemWrt' of the board a bigger political funeral."
.;
of directors of the new federal re"Speaking of funerals," retorted
serve bank to be located at that city, Murdock, "does the gentleman think
and which will be trie financial head- I am looking for a bigger funeral than
quarters for this district of New Mex he brought the republican party with
ico. Onlv one other name besides his tariff bill?"
that of Mr. Harris has been suggested
for this board, that being that of N. B.
WILL ABANDON SHIP
Laughlln of Santa Fe.
St. Thomas, D. W. I., April 11.
r
There are nine directors to be select- Abandonment of the British steame
ed "One" will ho from the state of Croydon, which went ashore on April
Missouri while the remaining eight 8 off Bermuda Island, was decided on
will be chosen from Kansas, Nebras- today.
The 150 tons of dynamite
ka! ealoma, .Colorado, Wyoming and forming part of the cargo was saved,
New licxii:
but the coal on board was lost. The
It iti not Iji 'VMi which states will ship's officers and crew are all ;ell
two directors, "but and will return to seal shortly with
iwed ,o
hjo
as there 'must bo eight directors from the exception, of the captain., who resix states it will be necessary that in mains at Antiguea to give evidence
at the inquiry into the wreck to be
two states two directors be chosen.
Mr. Harris is popular with the held by Lloyds.

dead 4,ia,i

HE BROUGHT LOCOMOTIVE FROM

A P.

he brought a locomotive from Topeka
to Las Vegas, ahdr remained in the
west. He was (employed by the Santa
Fe for many years, running for some
time on the- Hot Springs branch. Mr.
Young retired 'front' the service in
1893.' He invented1 n ranch property
and was successful in cattle raising.
Mr. YounW was- - bom in Glasgow,
Scotland. Hia' came to the United
States whetfW years of age and obtained ''.enifloyitient on the Erie railway, for wnie9i!he "became an engineer.
Later ne 'went 'to St. Louis, where he
wu-semployed foythe Missouri Pacific,
as an engineer- - 'Ifdr 26 years.
It was In St. Louis that Mr. Young
was married in 1861. His wife., Mrs.
Martha W.' Young, who is over 80
years of age, resides In Salida, Colo.,
with her daughter, Mrs. William Haus.
Mrs. Al L Harvey of Ogden, U., and
Mrs. Jesse Jolliffe of St Louis are
surviving daughters, while Ben Young
of this city and Walter Young, who i
employed in the Sallda postoffice, are
surviving sons.
Mr. Young had a wide circle of
friends, who will regret to learn of
his death. He was a member of the
Klrkwood, Mo., lodge of the Masonic
fraternity.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'clock from the chapel
of the Las Vegas Undertaking company. The body will He in state for
an hour before the funeral services
begin. - Interment will be in the Odd
Fellows' cemetery;

FiVS

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.
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cross-examin-

i
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ra'OTP

DEFEATS LELAND STANFORD AND
CALIFORNA UNIVERSITY
WITH EASE
i

San Francisco, April 11. In a driv
ing finish the "University of Washing
ton easily drew away today from the
Leland Stanford, Jr., University and
University of California sheila, and
rowing chamwon the
coast
Pacific
the
by five
of
pionship
lengths. Stanford finished second,
four lengths ahead of California. The
course is three miles.
There was delay in obtaining the
official time, inasmuch as the officials
lnter-collegia-

a TRUST CO.

PEOPLES BANK
immediately left the course In. a
launch, without landing, for San Francisco, seven miles distant from the
finish;, but the winners' time was un
officially caught at 19 minutes, 58
Stanford Jumped into the lead
at the piBtol with a high stroke, but
was overhauled at the mile and at
e
the
mark Washington, put
more
power behind the blades,
ting
began to lengthen the gap between
the shells steadily. California was
never out of third place.
sec-ord- s.

two-mil-

ILL

MAKE EFFORT

TO FOIL FEDERALS

'

;

fl
f'
1

IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it in a minute, but I did not.
The dollar is my, yesterday. I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may ave it and tomor-- j
row not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who may do the
work better than myself." A dollar la really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
care of the future," so Bhould he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

(Continued From Page One.)
Dresner insisted that he had kept
still because he had been in fear of
his life. He had lost that fear now,
he added.
District Attorney Whitman tried to
get the witness to tell just who' he
was afraid, would kill him. ..Dresner
said" there were "plenty of people" in
New York to beafraid of. He wfis
unable, however, to give any names.
"I was taking no chances with the
New York gunmen and stray bullets,", he explained.
,"Why didn't you come to me and
tell me the story?" asked the district
attorney.
The witness laugned loudly.
"Why, If I had gone to you and
told that, I'd never even had a chance
to get out of the criminal court buildwheing Without being shot. I doubt
ther I would have been alive 15 minutes after I started to tell you the
story. Jack Rose's friends would have
put it over me quick. You can depend
on that."
The district attorney asked Dresner
why. he failed to .warn Rosenthal when
he heard Rose say to Webber and
Vallon: "Go put it over on him." The
wtiness said he "did not want to get
into any trouble." concluded,
Mr. Whitman
When
Wahle, attorney for' the gunmen,
questioned the witness about his fear
of Rose,! Webber and Vallon. Dresner
repeated that he' was afraid these
men or their frienas "would have got
me, if I had told a story involving
them." "; '
The next witness was Villiam E.
Burwell, a professional billiard player
at Waterbury, Conn. Like Dresner,
Burwell stuck to the text of his affidavit as made public yesterday, which
described how he had seen Rosenthal
shot down. The witness was shown
pictures of the four gunmen and he
swore that the man he saw fire at
Rosenthal was not among the four.
Before beginning his cross examina
in
tion District Attorney Whitman
structed five men in the court room
to stand up. "Do you know these
men?" he asked. .
ai' "They are
"I do," said
I Jiav known
Ctainecticutrpohcri
them all six yearalpr more."
Mr. Whitman then plunged into the
witness police record. Burwell admit
ted he had been arrested many times
and that in Bporting circles he was
Kid."
known as "St.
Questioned by counsel for the de
fense, the witness said he realized he
would be asked about his police rec
ord, but that he knew he had impor
tant evidence and that it was his duty
to come forward and present It
Justice Goff asked Burwell for a
minute description' of the man he saw
shoot at Rosenthal. Burwell said the
man was about five feet eight inches
tall, of medium build, had a dark,
soft hat' on and was "sharp faced."
The witness did not know whether
the man had a high, sharp nose, such
as Harry Vallon has.
Samuel Kalmansou, formerly clerk
in an East side slpre, was next called.
He testified that he and a friend were
street
walking through Forty-thirnear the scene of the murder when
they heard shooting. A man with a
revolver bumped into him, he said.
Here the witness was shown a photo
of Harry Vallon and he Identified it
as the man who had held the revol
a
ver. ( Mr. Whitman's
tion failed to shake him.
While there appeared to be little
chance of the governor taking any
eleventh hour action in the gunmen's
cases, 'it was regarded as significant
that the secretary of state's bfflce
planned to keep open late tonight. A
reprlfveJfrm the governors must be
filed Nrith 'tHe secretary of state.

-- WHAT

THE MAJOR LEAGUE TEAMS WILL
HANG ON TO ALL THEIR
GOOD RECRUITS

trial way during the past decade. The
train will be accompanied by- 200 or
more representative Kansas tanners
and business men with columns of
reliable information at their tongue's
end. In the course of their 3,500-mil- e
tour they will call on President Wil
son and Secretary Bryan in Washing
ton and be entertained by the commercial organizations in Philadelphia,
Baltimore, New York Boston and
other leading cities In the east.

lie
nights of
iolunibue

MANY SEEK GOVERNORSHIP
Oklahoma City, Okla., April 11. A
scramble tor the republican
nomination for governor is expected
when the republicans of Oklahoma
meet in convention here Tuesday to
select a state ticket for ..the coming
election. The party leaders regard
the large field of aspirants as an indication of the general feeling that
the republicans see a prospect for
success at the polls next fall. Among;
the men who are being boomed for
the gubernatorial nomination are W.
C. Stevens of Lawton, P. C. Simmons
of Enid, Frank Stearns of Shawnee,
E. M. Clarke of Pawnee, Thomas Nea-rof Muskogee and E. T. Lane, John
Embry and D. K. Pope of Oklahoma
'
City.

free-for-a- ll

FJondajf

,

Chicago, April 11. The rule by
which major league teams send to the
minors all but 25 of their players on
or before May 15 may be abandoned,
according to dispatches received here
today from Columbus, O. Manager
Hank O'Day of the Chicago Nationals
is reported to have have outlined a
new rule by which the majors may
each carry under contract as many
players as they see fit and thus leave
no loophole for the Federals to get
promising recruits farmed out to the
minors.
It Is said that a majority of the
American and National league are
aware of the contemplated change in
the rule and is in favor of it.
KING GEORGE

HOTEL MEN MEET IN NEW YORK
New York, 4Pr'l H- Proprietors
and
managers of leading hotels
-

While

throughout the United States and
Canada are rounding up in this city
for the annual convention ot the Hotel Mens' Mutual Benefit association,
The meeting will continue four days
and will be devoted to tne discussion
The Armory
Good Music
of a wide variety of questions relating to hotel management. Not the
Good Time
April 13
least Important among the matters to
be considered by the bonifaces is the
problem of the hotel "dead beat,"
which has baffled solution ever since the pitcher, in jumping his contract
the first Dutch Inn hung out out Its with the St. Louis Americans to play
with thfe Kansas City Federals probsign in New Amsterdam.
ably will be decided tomorrow at a
in St. Louis between B. B.
meeting
SEEK TRADE OF SOUTH
Johnson,
president of the American
Chicago, April 11. A trade exten- league, and President
Hedges of the
sion delegation of the Chicago AssoSt. Louis Americans. President Johnciation of Commerce will depart to son held a
conference-- ' with Chairman
morrow on a two weeks' tour to study
Herrmann in, Cincinnati yesterday. Ha
the Industrial and commercial pos refused' to
comment on possible action
sibilities of the southeastern states in
connection with the Hamilton case.
The cities to be visited include' Louis
ville, Lexington, Chattanooga, Kno

SETS PRECEDENT
London, April 11. When King
George decided recently to .attend a
boxing match he probably was not
awjare that he was establishing a
precedent for British royalty. Such
appears to be the case, however, for
there certainly tgr no' record 'of the
presence of any king of England at
the ringside on a prevlous occasion.
That King George, who Is notoriously
indifferent to almost every form of
sport except shooting, should be the
first soverign to attend a pugilistic
contest has naturally set the tongues
of his subjects
at the furious rate.
As is1 well known the late King Edward was a lover of sport in almost
Winston-SaleAshevjille,
every form.' He liked yachting, golf- ville,
!,CharIotte,
Columbia,
ing and shooting, and a more ardent Greensboro,
devotee
racing the sport of Charleston, Augusta, Savannah, Jack
kings was not to be found in the sonville, Macon, Columbus, Atlanta,
whole United Kingdom. In his youth Montgomery, Mobile, Birmingham and
he attended many of the fights at the Nashville.
National Sporting club in London, 'but
he never could be classed as a fight
EXPLOSION ON STEAMER
fan and never manifested any particu- - k
i New
York, April 11. Sleeping pas
lar Interest In pugilism after he ason the steamship Vauban apsengers
cended the till rone.
New York early today were
proaching
was
lover
real
IV
the
only
George
off
aroused
Sandy Hook by an explo
of pugilism who ever sat on the Brit
in
sion
the
steerage. Fire followed
of
ish throne. He was a connoisseur
the
'explosion,
but, was qluckly extinthe sport and waa well versed In the
showed1. ..that
guished.
Investigation
any
"dope" of the old prize ring-a- s
man In his realm. But he ceased to a Syrian, rifling the baggage of a fel
attend prize fights while he was re low Immigrant, had opened a box of
and accidentally set them
gent, his distress at the sight of an cartridges,
off.
waa
He
badly burned. The Vau
unfortunate fatality at Brighton causban came from Soma American ports
never
vow
would
to
him
he
that
ing
and carried, among fiber passengers,
again be present in. person. However,
memhis keen Interest In the doing of Torn Colonel G. D. Roper and several
Manufacturers'
as
Illinois
bers
the
of
Cr.iibb and Tom Spring and other pugilistic etara of his day wrs maintained sociation, returning from a trip to
to the end, and . h would sit in a South American cities.
gorgeous dressing gown and let his
chocolate get. cold us he listended to
GUERINGER MUST,
$ome great officer of state read a deKansas City, Aprlr 11 Vic Giuerin- scription of the latest duel with naked ger, convicted a week; ago of partici
.
..
pickled fists.
pation with five other men In an,, at
tack on Mrs. Gertrude Shidler, a nurse,
TO "EXHIBIT KANSA8 PRODUCTS was denied a new trial today and sen
j
Kansas" City;' April 11, Easterners tenced to be hanged May 2S, next."
who "have been in the habit of asking
"what's the matter with 'Kansas?" are
BALL GAME POSTPONED
soon, to receive a very comprehensive
Denver, April 11. Wet grounds
reply to their query. Within a day or
two a train of Kansas products will caused the postponement of today's
be started from here ojj fin extensive game between the Salt Lake City
tour of the east Just to show the peo- Union association and Denver Westple of that section of the country that ern league clubs here. The first game
there ia nothing the matter with the will be played tomorrow.
Sunflower state. The traveling exhibition will glow with the proFijwrity
CLARK TAKES VACATION
that has overwhelmed the state and
11. Speaker
April
Washington,
will
There
its people in recent yeard.
to
Atlantic
went
Clark
City for
today
be a carload of Kansas agricultural
Faster
Hay
Representative
Sunday.
in
the
products, .showing that, nowhere
lrind does the corn grow higher, the of Virginia was designated as speaker
grain more golden nor the fru its more
MAY PUNISH HAMILTON
luscious' than in. the sreate of Kansas.
Chicago, April 11. Just what measAnother car will ' W devoted to exhibits showing the mammoth strides ures organized baseball will tttke in
that the state has male In an tadu regard to the action of
;
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Another general railway strike ap
pears to be imminent ia Italy.
Eighty per cent of the printers ia
Switzerland belong to the unions.
The Massachusetts supreme court
has ruled against the use of the "unfair" list by labor unions.
The annual convention of the Alaba
ma State Federation of Labor wl!I
meet in Mobile next month.
There are1 fears tLat trouble will
arise shortly in the Clyde shipbuilding trade over the question of non
union workers.
The Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electrlo Railway Employes
of America has boatfhf a headauarters
i
building !n Detroit"'
The workingmen's compensation act
passed by the Ontario legislature will
be placed in operation the first of
ext January.
The Amalgamated Association 'bf'
Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of North
America will, hold its annual convention in Columbus, Ohio, in May.''
The International
Association of
Machinists has launched a" movement
for the establishment of the eight- hour day for machinists throughout
the country.

r

'

.

All the railroad trad.,;s wl'l he
resented at the annual on' vi
the metal trades depar . t r ; t
American Federation
r.f I " - 1
Kansas City next week.
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A recent report cf
commerce commission
as the t
inrobcr cf
en employed by 0(s fstu
the "Tn!ted States.
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April 10, 1914.
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen
of the City of Las Vegas, State of
iMew Mexico,
We, the undersigned canvassing
board, having met In the city clerk's
office for the purpose of canvassing
the vote of the city's election held on
Tuesday, April 7, 1914, do hereby certify, that the result of said election
as found by us Is as follows:
For Mayor
H. M. Smith received. . . .152 votes

No opposition.
For City Clerk
Charles Tamme nlceved.lBl votes
iCor City Treasurer
J. O. Elledge received,

&e

OPTIC

Bhe
.

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
--

'

1

CHAPMAN

COLU
TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-- r

TISEMENTS

y

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. V FRATERNAL
M1
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nigmi B
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Dotiglae avenie Bj
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Matting members arc
each month. Visiting dlally welcome. J C. Wert, Prtj
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C, X
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
per line tach Insertion.
Reg-ala- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAK
line.
30 votes Estimate six ordinary word to
Yvea-da- y
conclave
No ad to occupy lest
tpact than two
In each month at Ma
line
All advertisement
charged
17 votes
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Temple
Will be booked at space
6 votes
actually set
M. smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme, Re;
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnc preferred.

rL&

Is- -

votes

, 11

For Support of Carnegie Pub
lic Library by Taxation...
Against Support of Carnegie
Public Library by Taxation
Majority for Support of Car- negle Public Library by

.

Taxation
For Alderman, Second Ward
N. B. Roseberry received.
No opposition.
For Sewer Bond Issue
Against Sewer Bond Issue. .

21

votes
votes

29

4

For Support of Carnegie Pub- lio Library by Taxation..
Against Support of Carnegie
Public Library by Taxation

7

votes

23

votes

4

votes

Majority for Support of Carnegie Publio Library by

Taxation
For Alderman, Third Ward,
W. E. Kaser received...
No opposition.
For Sewer Bond Issue
Against Sewer Bond Issue. ..

'

19

votes

59

votes

21

votes
votes

2

Majority against Sewer Bond
Issue
2 votes
For Support of Carnegie Pub
lic Library by Taxation. . 55 votes
Against Support of Carnegie
Public Library by Taxation 5 votes

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

B.

Wssrstcsf

Taxation
For AldermH-,--iurt-

Russolliceived.

E. R.

votes

50

Ward.
. .

.

No opposition
For Sewer Bond Issue
Against Sewer Bond Issue..

31 votes

,

Majority

Against

votes
votes

9
16

Sewer

Bond Issue
7 votes
For Support of Carnegie Publio Library by Taxation.. 26 votes
Against Support of Carnegie
Public library by Taxation 5 votes
Majority for Support of Carnegie Public Library by
Taxation
. . . . 21 votes
Total vote cast for Sewer
Bond Issue
58 votes
Total vote cast against Sew-

er Bond Issue

49 votes

I...

No.

4

8...

"i oixui street. All visiting No.
uremren cordially Invited to attend. No.
J. FrledenstinB.r w. . a , Ai.
a m
No.
t
x XVU&CiS,
V. G.; T. M. Hwood,
Secretary; Karl No.

1...
8...
7...
$...

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
4. Meets every

I rrw-- p
km
Monday evening at

Meets second and
FOR SALE Household goods.
fourth
Mrs
Thursday evening eaob
J. W. Burks, 1009 Sixth street.
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
FOR SALE Team of mules. Inquire Davis, Dictator; P. A. Um Secretary.
H. W. Gehring.
J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tnes
100 BUFF ROCK babv chirks i15 0(l
day of the month In the vestry roomi
Money must accompany order. Will uf Temple Monteflore at
t o'clock $
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. m.
Visiting brothers are cordially in
Ktevens, Humboldt, Kan.
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Secretary.
FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, per Greenclay,
fectly sound and true; works any MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Monday ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
Ylsltlni
Local Deputy.
Montague,
for light housekeeping; modern ex members are
especially welcoae and
cept heat; no sick. T. J. Carvill, cordially Invited.
810 Lincoln.

Arrive
p.
a.
p.
p.

Depart
m
m
m
m

1:35

.

nv

6:40 a. m

f

4:30
7:00

.

Wm

.

K

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

UfWtl
-i- f you use

UIIIVI

.7

EMPRESS
FLOUR

It ' giving yop
a present for do-

5

something
do any
'd
you
ing

I

S

4

way when you
learn how Much I

BeerEMPRESS f
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

For Hunt

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
!ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

Depart

..

7:45 . a.
11:5$ p.
a. m..
2:30 a. &.
p. m'..,i.' 2:00 9. av
West Bound

'

UB"

p. m..
p. m

SssSo

FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
em borne, also single room. Can

Total vote cast for Support

No.

10...

c"

Bound

Arrive

No.

Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
SALESMEN WANTED Residing in
uuietery Trustee.
or making small towns.
Take or
ders on our special plan allowing B.
P, O. ELKS Meets second and
return of unsold goods. Makes
fourth Tuesday evening of each
quick easy sales, $1 commission on mouth Elks'
home on Ninth street and
each order. White for pocket out
avenue. Visiting ' Brothers
Douglas
fit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel are
cordially Invited. Got. Wm. J.
(St., Chicago.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary,
WANTEiD Position as housekeeper.
Country preSerred. Emplmyment
for KNIGHTS AND LADIES
'
OF SECURyoung man also- desired, Address
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
D, oare Optic.
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street on the
first and third Mondays of each
AGENTS Either sex, all towns, your
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
state by large concern manufactur
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
ing special food products to con
D.
A.
President;
Tillman, Finansumers direct; (profitable, repeat ordor business. Manufacturer, 19G2 cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Blake St., Denver, Colo.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

For

vEaat

No.

L. O. O. MOOSE

Majority for Support of Carnegie Publio Library by

LCCAL TIME CARD

7:20
11:54
2:25
1:35

!

votes
votes

11

Majority for Sewer Bond Is
sue

vocation first Monday In
each ' month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m." P.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; r. O.
Blood, Secretary.

votes

4

F. O. E.Meet8 first and third Tie
day evenings each .month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiai
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglat,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con

votes

25

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
CHU BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Five cent

For Alderman, First Ward
P. H. Purcell received....
No opposition.
For Sewer Bond Issue
Against Sewer Bond Issue..
for Sewer Bond

1914.

RATES

.. .152 rotes

No opposition.

Majority
sue

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

APRIL

SILVER

--

J

FRENCH.
1REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS!

port of Carnegie Public
can be ok-not rent to consumptives. 1034 Pioneer
Library by Taxation
129 votes
members
building. Visiting
tained m this city from
Total vote cast Against Sup
Eighth street.
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
port of Carnegie Publio
O. K.; rrault Angel, F. 8.
ALL
18 votes FOR RENT 'Nicely furnished house,
Library by Taxation
close in. Also three furnished rooms
-for light housekeeping. 315 Ninth
Majority for Support of Carstreet.
negie Publio Library by
M par 1tt I
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslvsry
Taxation
Ika.
votes
25e par
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
ROBERT J. TAPERT.
200 lot to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
per
SHistOQlsnGouB
Mayor of the City of Las Vegas, New
60 lbs, to 209 lbs., Each Delivery .
Pr 18 IM,
Mexico.
1M IS
par
.
5
Less than
lbs. Each Delivery
SEC per pent loans, obtainable to
CHAS. TAMMB.
buy, build or improve farm, ranch
City Clerk of the City of Las Vegas,
A
and city property or remove InNew Mexico.
cumbrances therefrom; special privHarvesters, Btorers, aad DlBtributora e? Katwral lee, t Parttg C3
ileges and reasonable terms. For
Lasting Qualltlea of WhWh Have Hade Lm Vejaa famoaa.
proposition, address Finance Dept.,
ATTORNEYS
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
1527 Buseh Bldg., Dallas, Texas.
HUNKER A HUNKER
George A, Hunter. Chester A. Hankei
When run down with kidney trouble,
Attorneys-at-Labackache, rheumatism or bladder
Las Vegas,
New Merle. weakness, turn quickly for help to
Foley Kidney Pills, you cannot take
them into your system without havDR. F. B. HUXMANN
ing
good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roDentist
N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
Dental work of any description at
have done me more good than $150.00
moderate prices
worth of medicine.'' They give good
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
TBI!
O. G. Schaafer and Red Cross
results.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
Store. Adv.
Drug
East Lag Tegas, New Mexico
the feejit f
Clatsrae Ma tmi
kMURaj CS H
A valuable
dressing for flesh
those who MIGHT EWY t&a jartlaals silsa tM wrth tss
MONUMENT- CO wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
tell l$ WBmm K5I v
Thai property r vass
Albuquerque, N. M,
LINIMENT; it is both healing and
3
wetut
215 E. Central
Lm
ffeSi
whe rada
iswrepsyar ai
adj.
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
23 Tears Practical Experience.
1
ifvartlge per.
your property ami?
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

m

.......

lt
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AGUA PUR

COMPANY

ANT Ads
Are Be5t

.

Market Finders

JONES-BOWER-

S

-

pTi

sevter

Adv.

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p, m. to 3:30 p. m.

Haa

ICHESTER

S PILLS

I.llst AU rrmr Ifrvni fop
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NOTICE OF EXECUTION SALE
JEWS CELEBRATE PASSOVER
Notice Is hereby given that under
New York, April jl. Today marks
the beginning of tlio Jewish festival and by virtue of an execution issued
SURPLUS
m-m
CAPITAL. PAID IN
of
i
Pesach, or the Passover, one of the out of the District Court of San Miguel
BAPTIST
CHURCH,
THE SHILOH
50,00O.M
No.
Jewin
the
7584,
Cause
tlio
of
upon
County,
festivals
most important
100,00O.0O
AND:
James E. Riciiard, pastor.
orthodox docket of said Court wherein the
the
.calendar.
ish
Among
Hours of service::
members of the Hebrew community Aetna Building Association of Las VePreaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
the observance continues for eight gas, New Mexico, is plaintiff and
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
The festival of the Passover Trinidad Romero is, defendant, whereIaiya.
m.
B. Y. P. V., 6:30 p.
was
to commemorate the de- in the said plaintiff did on the 26th
ordained;
If you are without a' church bne
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
of Israel, under day of February, A. D. 1914, recover
children
the
of
parture
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
1. M. Cunningham, Preside it
we can neip you.
CONCEPTION
Adrian, Rabeyrolle, come!
Moses, judgment against the said defendant
of
the
the
Prophet
leadership
work
E. S. Lewis, Aes't. Cash.
church
for
are
Frank
looking
If you
Springer,
pastor.
from Egypt, where they had been held for the sum of Ten Hundred Eighty-eigh- t
us.
can
You
help
come!
:
30
m.
;
0
mass
a.
second
First mass
and
($1,088.77) Dollars,
in bondage for hundreds of years. The
tt 10 a. m. Sunday gcliocl In English Railroad and National Avenues.
($9.35) Dollars
festival is the first of the Jewish ec- and Nine and
and Spanish at 3 P m.. In Spanish t
on the coat of suit, with interest thereon at
which
clesiastical
begins
year,
DUTY
DOING THEIR
8:30 P. m. Rosary en benediction
Nisan. In. Bib- the rate of twelve per cent per annum
Readers are first day of the month
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. Scores of East Las Vega
was deemed a most im- from the 26th day p February, A. D.
lical
it
times,
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys
portant festival, on which all men 1914, until paid. I have levied upon
To
filter the blood is the kidneys were bound to
speakschool
ior
English
Sunday
go to Jerusalem to the following described property,
children
duty.
and
speaking
Passover
Spanish
the
and to make their
ing
keep
When they fail to do this the
"That tract of land and lots with
very Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
offerings In, the temple.
are weak.
the Improvements thereon, situated on
Backache and other kidney ills may
the South side of the public Plaza in
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOREAGER TO WORK
the Town of Laa Vegas, San Miguel
ROWS Rev. Paul GViberton, pastor. follow;
Health Regained by Rignt Food
m., third SunHelp the kidneys do their work.
The average (healthy man. or woman County, New Mexico, and bounded on
First mass at 6:30
testUse Doan's Kidney Pills-t- he
mass
Second
8.30;
isusually eager td toe busy at some the North by the Public Plaza, on the
day excepted.
South by Moreno Street, on the East
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
useful task or employment.
ennon in English, hymns rendered ed kidney remedy.
East Las Vegas people endorse their
But let dyspepsia or indigestion get by property of E. Rosenwald & Sons,
by the children under the direction
and on the west by property of
hold' of one, and all endeavor become
ol the SisterB of Loretto. Third mass worth.
.
President
WE. G. HAYDON
Charles Ilfeld."
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman, a burden.
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
Vic
Pre!dent
I
H.
4
KELLT
And
Las
will
East
W.
on
Vegas,
that
school.
225
At
4
from
Railroad
"A
to
after
Ave.,
3
April
Wednesday,
recovering
From
Sunday
year ago,
D.
. HOSKINS
.Tremsurw
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- N. M., says: "About three years ago an operation, writes a iviicn. iaay, 22, A. D. 1914, at the East door of the
ment 'At the New Mexico Hospital my back and kidneys were giving me "miy stomach, and nerves began to Court House in the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New Mexico,
for the Insane, mass every fourth trouble. Nothing helped me until 1 give mei much trouble.
Pills. They
"At times my appetite was vora expose for sale and sell to the highest
Banday by the pastor.
got Doan's Kidney
in
my cious, but when mauigea, maigeBuon bidder for cash the above described
the pains
took away
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH back, and put me In good shape followed. Other times I had no appe- real estate, with the improvements
Eev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National in my back and put me in good shape tite whatever. The food I took did thereon
Why It Suits Particular People
That said real estate will be sold
me and I grew weaker
avenue, East Las Vegaa
again. Those who follow railroading not nourish
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
subject to all liens and encumbrances
Easter Sunday, April 12, 1914.
are often subject to kidney ailments, than ever.
Is prompt end effective for coughs,
and
the
and
sheriff
said
execute
and
in
will
"I
lost
interest
everything
T:30.
and
bad
Is
Communion,
the jolting of the train
Holy
deliver to the purchaser a deed there- colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
FOR" YOUR
one doing this work needs a strong wanted to be alone, i had always had
Sunday school,. 9:45.
for. The amount due at the date of coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
trifle
merest
now
the
but
nerves,
back. I am glad that I know of Doan's good
"Folwould upset me andt bring on a vio sale la Eleven Hundred Nineteen and Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes:
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 80CIETY
Kidney Pills, as they can be dependey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
($1,119.08) Dollars.
mornlent headache. Walking across the
Kegular services every Sunday
ed upon."
throat and stops the cough
tickling
ex
ROMAN
was aa effort and prescribed
GALLEOOS,
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 roorh
with no bad after efrect." It contains
of
Sheriff
San
the
of
was
out
question.
ercise
Miguel
CCounty.
aalL
O.
R.
evening at 8 o'clock In
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
no opiates and Is pure. That's why
;'
advertised,
"I had seen Grape-Nut- s
New York, sole agents for the United
it suite particular people. O. G.
at
I
what
betoeve
not
read,
did
but
FIRST M. E. CHURCH
foot BfMmtn
States.
Schaefer
and Red Crosa Drug Store.
the time. At last, when it seemed as
and National avenue. Rev. lal.
no.
Subscribe
for
The
Remember the name Doan's and
Adv.
Op
if I were literally etarivng, I began to
G. Anderson, pastor.
take no other. Adv.
eat Grape-NutworSunday school, 9:45. Morning
"I had not been able to work for a
E
o'clock.
11
sermon
at
with
ship
NEW CIVIC BUILDING FOR DALLAS
years, out now niter two momu uu
worth League, 6:45 p. m. Eveeing
Dallas, Tex., April 11. The corner- Grape-Nut- s
I am eager to be at work
8
o'clock.
sermon
at
worship with
stone for Dallas county's new jail and
stomach
gives me no trou
again. My
A cordial invitation Is extended to
criminal courts building was laid to- ble now,
are
nerve
steady as ever;
my
worof
no
other place
all who have
with Interesting exercises. The
day
ambition have
and
in
life
interest
and
ship to attend divine services at this new building will cost $000,000 and
return to health."
the
with
come
back
church.
will be one of the most Imposing and
Name givian by Poetum Co., Battle
"
best equipped structures of its kind Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner in the south.
a
Reason."
"There's
in pkgs.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. J.
Ever read the above letter? A new
Milton Harris. Pastor.
THE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE one appears from time to time. They
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Very few women or men seem to care are genuine, true, and full of human
Young People's Meeting, 6:30 p. m. to tango or get dancing exercise un
,
interest.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even- less they are .assured the freedom
ing, 7:30 p. m,
from aching feet that Allen's Foot-Eas- Reliable
Foley's Honey and Tar ComAll cordially invited.
the antiseptic powder to be
pound
This Church Bids You Welcome
shaken into the shoes, always gives
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
To all who mourn and need com- Since the
tendency to hold dancing
and Tar Compound It is a
'
fort. To alt who are tired and heed parties has become almost a daily and Honey
medicine for coughs, colds,
reliable
rest To all who are friendless and hourly necessity in every community,
coughs, bronchial and
whooping
croup,
want friendship. To all who are lone- the sale of Allen's Foot-Easso the
.
la grippe coughs, which are weakenly and want companionship. To all druggists report, has reached the high- also gives
It
to
the
system.
ing
who are homeless and want a church water mark. Sold Everywhere 25c.
and definite results for hoarse
home. To all who pray and to all Trial package FREE. Address Allen prompt
throat and stuffy wheezy
ness,
tickling
who do not, but ought To all who S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y. Adv.
O. G. Schaefer and Red
breathing.
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
Store. Adv.
this church opens wide its doors, and Beware of Ointments for Catarrh Cross Drug
In the name of Jesus the Lord, says
That Contain Mercury
BIRTHDAYS OF NOTED MEN
,
welcome.
as mercury will surely destroy the
Washington, April 11. The season
sense of smell and completely derange
is on among the high
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH the whole system when entering it of birthdays
nffiHala in Washington. Today was
MiiliaiiiliiiiiilSiialiiuiiliiuiit
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug, through the mucous surfaces. Stoch
of Justice
anniversary
the
birthday
las avenue and Tenth street
articles should never be used except
the youngest member of the
Morning worship and sermon at 11 on prescriptions from reputable phy Hughes,
court of the United States,
supreme
o'clock.
j
sicians, as the damage they' will do
W. Weeks of
Bible study and Sunday school ses is ten fold to the good you can pos also of Senator John
MiiHRachusfitts.
Justice
Hughes Is 52
i
sion at 9:45 a. m.
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
... ..a,,.,, .tlk
1b 54
'tatil,illta,.ai.i,..tiiillblllllii.,iw..alt.,l,ki,.a,.
Weeks
Senator
old
and
years
at
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Society of Christian Endeavor
Of
the
"baby"
Lea
Luke
Tennessee,
:30 p. m.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
The church extends a most hearty no mercury, and is taken internally, of the United States senate, will cele
thirtv-fift- h
birthday anni
welcome to all people. Visitors and acting directly upon the blood and brate his
tomorrow.
sojourners in the city especially wel- mucous surfaces of the system. In versary
BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
comed.
buying Hall's- Catarrh. Cure be sure
NO. 10 SIZE 4x9V4 IN.
you get the genuine. It is taken In Children's Diseases very Prevalent
IN.
NO. 6
SIZE S&x6
"
about
every
is
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor- ternally and ; made in Toledo, Ohio,
Whooping cough
$2.50 for 5C0
$4.00 per 1000
$2.50 for S00
$4.00 per 1000
ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev by F. J. Cheney; & Co. Testimonials where. - Measles and scarlet fever al
;
''
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
free.
J. L, Imhof, pastor. .
75c
a.
m.
Price
Sold
9:45
per Tar Compound for inflamed throats
Sunday school
by Druggists.,
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Communion and preaching 11 a. m. bottle.
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
conm.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Christian Endeaor,'7 p.
had severe attacks of whoopchildren
8
m.
Adv.
....
p.
service,
stipation.
Evening
ing cough, and a very few doses of
"
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re
My Minima Says
lief." O. G. Schaefer and Red cross
GOOD QUALITY XXX RAG ENVEDrug Store. Adv.
mha-11- --

The church welcomes the public
tending the services.

-
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

Make a good impression with good envelopes printed at the
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for Children!"

pi

BV

V

DECLARES HE IS A VICTIM
New Haven. Conn., April 11. John

fan

'

TtinnkC'

il!

...

tfjii',

"The Children's Children" nri now tlsinsT
Foley's Honey end Tar h
Compound, and it is to- daythe same safe effective and curative med I

I,-

-I

u n

!

icine t?their parents,
found!tTf'o rail cousrhsT
colds, croup, whooping

k V
;

re-

sults.

FOR

,1

RED

CROSS

DRUG

CONTAINS

NO

KE.D CROSS

i

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
hfis a stimulating effect on the stom
ach, liver and itowbis la" Foley CatBtfr-

0$

cough, bronchitis,
hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It
gives satisfactory

7

J. Hogan, of West Haven, an inven
tor, widely known as an authority on
marine and automobile engines, was
arraigned in court today to answer to
a charae of attempted murder. It
alleged that recently while Miss Mar-- j
garet Williams of this city was taking
tea' at the Hogan home, the Inventor
put poison- in. Miss Williams tea and
that of his wife. Ho.?an declares that
the accusation is false and that he is
a victim of circumstances. The wife
of the inventor also denies the allegations.

OPIATCfS
DKUG

CO

tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after ef
fects. They remove that gassy dis
tended feeline so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

LOPES, NO.

J5

$3.50 per 1000

SIZE

3x64

IN.

NO. 12 SIZE

'

$4.50

$2.50 for 500
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CFFICE
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n

per

iXll

1000

IN.

$2.75

for 500
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EIGHT

to fall and by this morning snow was
falling. The storm continued at intervals all day, but probably will pass

r- -

Solve the

LOCAL NEWS

Don't Forget

automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.
Light

Easter boxes of Laggett's candy at
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

tn :L

Problem Now

Do not forget to buy an apron at
the Ladies' guild sale. Adv.

-

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv. ,

em milling knows how to

Easter Sunday special dinner at the
Hotel Romalne, 50 cents. Adv.

Fresh for Easter, Liggett's
ates1, at Murphey's Drug Store.

,'.

i

FU8NISI1 THE CASH

'

:."

Nv

also carry

We

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIFES; SUPPLIES AND ACCES-- .
SORLiES IN THE CITY-

-

,

Best Flour
The best bread in the
city fresh every day at our
store made with Moses Best

chocol-

LIVERY a.nd REPAIRING
vi.

OTHERWISE
THE ADDITION TO
THE ASYLUM CANNOT BE
MADE POSSIBLE

OSES

vetfy

1ST

AUTO.

V

method is simple
with the use of the famous

Easter hate now on display and very
cheap. Mrs. L. P. Wright. Adv.

m&Jke

LEGISLATURE

The

Fresh Liggett's candy for Easter at
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

is the very best thott mod-

away this evening and give entrance
to a pretty day tomorrow when all
womankind may come forth with an
array of new Easter hats and gowns.

Bread

C: 58

11, 1914.

Adv.

Santa Fe, April 11. "The State
Asylum for the Insane at Laa Vegas
fac.es a icrlsis," eaid Acting Governor
E. C. de Baca today. "It cannot take
care of one additional patient, as It Is
crowded to the very doors. Unfortunately, no indebtednesB can be legacy Incurred for an addition to the
building and the legislature alone can
give relief. There are now 368
crowded Into buildings wholly
inadequate for the purpose. The, Increase tn the number of Insane persona is also alarming. The ratio is
more than one for ach thousand inhabitants.
"These Is a movement on foot
among western states for an, agreement that each, state take care of its
own Insane, There are a. larje number of persons at the asylum at Las
Vegas who became insane in other
states and by right should be cared
for elsewhere. On the other,; hand),
'
there are doubtlessly quite a number
of indigent people in the stall fvh
should have' the cafe of the Bjatlpi institution. Then there are also' a 'con
siderable number who are being taken
care of In private institutions, bo
that the number of insane In proportion to population Is alarmingly
great."
In former administrations the trus
tees have' eed enough money' from
the regular appropriations to erect
all necessary additions.

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK
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Buy your Easter hat from Mrs. L.
P. Wrlgtit and. say money. 509 Si&th,

Stearns Stor Only

street

Adv.
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Grocer and Baker

Fresh for Easter, Liggett's candy, at
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO;
FORMERLY

US' VEGAS

SALES COMPANY

FOHO

,

Business men's lunch every Monday
from ljuntil 1:30 p. m. at the
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Flncn'g Colden Weddmlg Rye; aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you- - At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
f,
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lie who "hesitates" in the ball room
Old newspapers,. about 90 to bundle,;
in fashion, but anywhere else he
delivered free. Pay messenger upon
gets left Do not hesitate to buy a
delivery. Price 10 cents ;er bundle.
Gaberdine raincoat. Sale price $11.95;
LJiiCtthmg more acceptable than aDox regular price4 $18. Taichert's Clothing
of Llggett's chocolates for, y.our Easter. store, Correct garments for men.
Adv.'
'".v
offering. At Miurphey's Drug. Store.
Adv.
,

As- - j
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
8ortment--fin- e
colorings - unique pantrns-a- u
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs M the t
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

The Ladies' guild will have cakes,
cookies, bread, doughnuts, Balads, baked beans and colored eggs for sale
Saturday afternoon. Wheeler Build'
Ing, Douglas avanue. --Adv.
The annual Eastern Star ball will
occur Friday night, Apr! 17, at the
orchestra will
A
armory,
furnish the music. A jolly, time Is
assured. Tickets $1. Adv.
five-piec- e

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

The Ladies' guild, of St. Paul's Me
morial church, will have an Easter
sale Saturday afternoon, beginning at
2 o'clock.
The sale will be in the
room west of the Electric Light and
Power company office, Wheeler Building, Douglas avenue. Adv.
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Flour For Yoir Easter
V-- v

1

of charge, regular sized, bundles of
old newspapers at 10 cents each. Pay
Optic,
messenger upon delivery.
phone Main 2.

should by all means be taken
from a sack or barrel of our
famous Pure Quill brand. No
other flour can compare with
it in producing toothsome
rolls or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes, and pastry.
Those who know it will have
no'other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Bet
ter than every before.

The vaudeville show that appeared
at the Browne theater last night proved to be an exception and was really
an enjoyable show. The. "Seven Hap
py Youngsters," in a series of humor
ous oqcurrences tn a school room,
'caused large audiences at both shows
much laughter. The same show will
be given again this evening.
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Freslr Vegetables Arriving Daily
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NORMAL NOTES

E.' Bowling of Raton, trainmaster
for the northern portion of the New
of
the Santa
division
Mexico
Fe Railway company, has been ap
pointed division superintendent on the
Detroit, Toledo and Ironton railway,
onwiinp. tn thn Raton ReDorter. Mr.
bowling's appointment came through
J. M. Kurn, president of the road, who
recently resigned as general superintendent of the western grand division
of the Santa Fe. Mr. Dowling's sue
cessor has not been appointed.
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ARMKf GETS MORE FOOD

Despite the fact that today has
been gloomy and disagreeable, the
weather man promises fair skies for
tomorrow, and the ladies of the city
doubtless will be delighted. According to the report the day will be
clear and the weather warm.
Earfly yesterday evening rain began

Colorado Springs, Colo., April 11.
The army of the unemployed that arrived here late Thursday night from
the west is still in camp at Roswell,
north of here, awaiting a through Rock
Island freight train east The men
are orderly. Sufficient
provisions
were in camp to feed the men today.
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Market
Guaranteed Against
Everything for Two
Year?;.:.-,-
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Higher in Price than Other Good C&rts

J. Ci'Jbhns'en l Son 'ESS'sive

Agants

Finest Custom Tailored
Clothing Styles
Ready to
?

Weaf at

&

Wheni'we

selected

FRANKLL FIFTE.LN
Clothes for men for
spring from the many
offer more than just all
wool fabrics and guar-

and fit.

priced; clothnot
could
show more
ing

refinement of line and
V
newness of cut.
In a FRANKE.L F1FTE,FN,
any man can dress to the

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
RAISES A

,

London, April 11. May Stewart, the
militant suffragette, who, .with a
cleaver, tried to demolish a case of
valuable porcelain fn the. British mu
seum on April 9, created such a dis
turbance .when charged today that
the police magistrate was compelled
to adjourn the trial.'
"May Stewart" was later In the day
Identified as "Catherine Wilson," who
was arrested on March: 16, 1913, in the
lobby of the house of commons, dressed in men's clothing and carrying
concealed a dog whip. She was sen
tenced at that time to six weeks at
hard labor as a suspected person.
The real name of the prisoner is
understood to be Clara Labert, A few
hours after her first appearance "Miss
Stewart"
the, prisoner's enclosure with two policemen holding
her arms. Several
were held in reserve in the court
The prisoner created'" another uproarious scene, hut the magistral was
able to take the necessary formal evidence, and then committed her for
'
trial without ball,", y ,r

DON'T

queen's taste at $ 5.00.
Come now and see our
spring exhibit of these
remarkable clothes.
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THE DIG

EASTERN STAR
BALL
AT

Storo

.$o$ewti&& Son
South SideHija
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Bright sunshine: and warm
temperature greeted,- President Wilson

April 11.
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MUSIC BY A FIVE PIECE
ORCHESTRA
j

Don't Miss It

!

Admission SI
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McADOO, THE LOVER
White Sulphur Springs,"; W.

THEAMG1Y
FRIDAY NIG9T

ottter-poiiceme-

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

pi?

F03 ITS PEEFEGTNESS

-
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April's Birlhstone

GUARANTEED

ISTUiiCEslNCOlil

knew that we could

Jhe highest

The Diamond-- ?

ALL W01K DONE AT 0I1H

when he'went golfing early today. He: '
arose before any. of the other guesta
at the hotel where he is stopping? an4
with Dr. Cary T. Grayson, hia aide, '
had the links to himself. Secretary
McAdoo joined the presidential party
BUT MAY STEWABTJS FOILED, today. His fiancee, Miss Eleanor WilAS HER TRIAL
KALIS
a
son, la here.
EO OFF

kinds on the market, we

anteed service

n

SUFFRA0E1TE

FlFTnfLN suits, are frpni
America's fashion center
Fifth Ave., New York.

it is hoped that he will return and
speak again in the near future.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for the auto.
Non-Ski-

The styles of FRAN K ELL

;
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FORECAST SIS FOR CLEAR SKIES
WITH WARMER TEMPERATURE FOR EASTER
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The. Trlgonian society met in
session Monday morning. The
matter of a party and the purchasing
ST.' PAUL'S NOTES
of pennants were discussed at this
The choir will meet for rehearsal
time.
la the church tonight at 7:15 o'clock
is
The Philomathean society was fa- A prompt and, full attendance
n
urged.
Lar-Idvored with a vocal solo by It. R.
Every confirmed member of this
at its meeting on Wednesday
to partake of the
morning. There were several other parijati'vjs, yrged
Sacrament
at one of the two
Blessed
pleasing selections on the program.
celebrations on Sunday, 7:30 o'clock
C'lVe were pleased at the address on
or at 11 o'clock.
"Mexico" given by H, W. Seamon at
There will be a celebration of the
chapel on Tuesday morning. He start Holy Communion, at 10:30 o'clock on
ed by telling the history of Mexico Tuesday for those who find It impos
nd leading up to the present time,
sible to attend the Easter day celebra
giving an account of each revolution tions.
and uprising. He said that there were
The annual meeting of the congremore
killed than oth
gation to receive reports and elect
ers.
wardens and vestrymen for the en
School was dismissed for the week suing year will be held in the chapel
Vicilrf-'ld- f
afternoon. This being on Monday at 7:30 p. m.
Week was the reason for our
The Ladies' guild will meet at 2:30
ro ' ''i from lessons.
o'clock cn Tuesday' in the ' chapel,
1
simian is f;r safer in Election of officers.
;
The Altar guild will meet on Thura;
'i r i' n try than the American,"
r one or his statements. 'lay at 4 o'clock with Mies Tamme,
' 'he students greatly and 1107 Sixth street. Election of officers.
reg-wla-

PREVAILTOMORROW

Masons are re
quested to meet Sunday morning,
April 12, at 11:30 a. m. at the temple
to take part In the Ceremony of Re
lighting the Seven Symbolic Lights
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All Scottish Rite

ohe Las Vegas R.oller Mills
ti lb Lf:z3 of iSe M of Everything EdzMe

WEATHER
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We have arranged to deliver free

Baking

i

GOOD

teed Go Cart on the
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